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ABSTRACT. Consider a unitary representation pi of a discrete group G,
which, when restricted to an almost normal subgroup Γ Ď G, is of type
II. We analyze the associated unitary representation pip of G on the Hilbert
space of ”virtual” Γ0-invariant vectors, where Γ0 runs over a suitable class
of finite index subgroups of Γ. The unitary representation pip of G is
uniquely determined by the requirement that the Hecke operators, for all
Γ0, are the ”block matrix coefficients” of pip.
If pi|Γ is an integer multiple of the regular representation, there exists a
subspace L of the Hilbert space of the representation pi, acting as a fun-
damental domain for Γ. In this case, the space of Γ-invariant vectors is
identified with L. When pi|Γ is not an integer multiple of the regular repre-
sentation, (e.g. if G “ PGLp2,Zr 1
p
sq, Γ is the modular group, pi belongs
to the discrete series of representations of PSLp2,Rq, and the Γ-invariant
vectors are the cusp forms) we assume that pi is the restriction to a subspace
H0 of a larger unitary representation having a subspace L as above.
The operator angle between the projectionPL ontoL (typically the char-
acteristic function of the fundamental domain) and the projection P0 onto
the subspace H0 (typically a Bergman projection onto a space of analytic
functions), is the analogue of the space of Γ- invariant vectors.
We prove that the character of the unitary representation pip is uniquely
determined by the character of the representation pi.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS
Let G be a countable discrete group, and let Γ be an almost normal
subgroup. Let S be the minimal, intersection lattice of finite index subgroups
of Γ, that is closed with respect to the operation
(1) Γ0 Ñ pΓ0qσ “ Γ0 X σΓ0σ´1, σ P G.
We assume throughout this paper that the intersection of the subgroups in S
is the identity element.
We consider a unitary (projective) representation π of G in a Hilbert
spaceH . Throughout this paper we make the assumption that π|Γ is a multiple
of the left regular representation λΓ ([50], [44]) of Γ (eventually skewed with a
cocycle if π is projective). Under this hypothesis, we construct Hilbert spaces
HΓ of Γ-invariant vectors. More generally, we construct Hilbert spaces HΓ0
of Γ0-invariant vectors, when Γ0 runs over S.
We will refer to vectors as above, for Γ0 P S, as to ”virtual” Γ0-invariant
vectors, as they generally correspond to Γ0-invariant, densely defined, linear
functionals on H . The Hilbert spaces HΓ0 , Γ0 P S, are not proper subspaces
of H; they are located in an enlargement, in the sense of Gelfand triples (see
[18]) of the given Hilbert space (see Definition 14). For all subgroups Γ0,Γ1 P
S such that Γ1 Ď Γ0, there exists a canonical isometrical embedding HΓ0 Ď
HΓ1.
We exemplify this in the case of the left regular representation λΓ of
Γ into the unitary group Upl2pΓqq of the Hilbert space l2pΓq. In this case
the space of Γ-invariant vectors is the one dimensional space generated by
the constant functions on Γ. This space may be considered as a space of
densely defined, linear functionals on l2pΓq. In general, in this formalism,
l2pΓqΓ0 “ ℓ2pΓ0zΓq.
In general, if the unitary representation π into the Hilbert space H is an
integer multiple of the left regular representation λΓ of the discrete group Γ,
then there exists a subspace L such that, Γ-equivariantly, we have that
H – l2pΓq b L, π|Γ – λΓ b IdL.
In this case too, it is obvious that one may identify the space of Γ-invariant
vectors with the Hilbert space L. In this identification L is no longer a proper
subspace of H . Moreover, L is not unique.
If the unitary representation π is not an integer multiple of the left regular
representation λΓ, we will make use of a subspace L from a larger representa-
tion of G, which contains the given representation π as a subrepresentation. In
this case we will prove below that the operator angle between the projection
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onto the subspace of the subrepresentation and the projection onto L may be
used to construct the space of Γ-invariant vectors and its scalar product.
This is analogous to the Petersson scalar product formula ([34]) for
automorphic forms, where to introduce the scalar product on automorphic
forms which are ”virtual” PSLp2,Zq-invariant vectors for the restrictions to
PSLp2,Zq of the representations πn, n ě 2 in the discrete series ofPSLp2,Rq,
one uses a ”measuring scale” consisting of a fundamental domain F for the
action of PSLp2,Zq on the upper halfplane. The larger unitary representa-
tion, containing the representation πn as a subrepresentation, is obtained as
follows: if πn is realized as unitary representation on a space H2pH, νnq con-
sisting of square integrable analytic functions with respect to a measure νn on
H, the the larger unitary representation containing πn as a subrepresentation
is realized on the corresponding Hilbert space L2pH, νnq. The space of square
summable functions supported in F plays the role of the subspace L as above.
Let σ be a group element in G. We use the notation introduced in for-
mula (1). It is obvious that σΓσ´1σ´1 “ Γσ. This implies that the represen-
tation π induces a unitary transformation, denoted by πppσq that maps HΓσ´1
onto HΓσ .
The main problem we are approaching in this paper is the analysis of
the unitary representation πp, induced by the unitary representation π on the
Hilbert space Hp obtained by taking the inductive limit of the Hilbert spaces
HΓ0 , Γ0 P S. The content of the classical Ramanujan-Petersson Problem
([24], [46], [6]) is transformed into a harmonic analysis problem, concerning
the weak unitary containment of the representation πp in the unitary repre-
sentation obtained by restriction to G, of the left regular representation of the
Schlichting completion ([48], [26]) of G with respect to the subgroups in the
family S.
The representation πp is determined by the associated Hecke operators
([23], [24], [45]) at all levels Γ0 . The Hecke operators are ”block-matrix
coefficients” of the associated unitary representation πp. We are using the
notation πp for the representation on the space of all ”virtual” Γ0-invariant
vectors, Γ0 P S to recall the profinite completion procedure that is used in the
construction of this representation. When the initial representation π is pro-
jective with cocycle ǫ, and the cocycle ǫ admits an extension to the Schlichting
completion G introduced below, the construction in this paper works ad lit-
teram in the projective case.
The representation πp is widely used in a slightly different form in the
literature (see e.g. [6], [13], [21]). In this paper we use an operator algebra
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construction of πp. This construction enables us to get unitarily equivalent
forms of πp that are more suitable for the computations of traces.
The main result of this paper is the correspondence between the two
representations π and πp. The representation πp has a canonical block matrix
structure associated with a given choice of coset representatives for subgroups
in S. Consequently, we represent the associated Hecke operators as block
matrices, whose entries are ”localized sums” over cosets, of the values of
original representation π, restricted to the space L introduced above (which
is the analogue of a fundamental domain for the action of the group Γ). As
corollary we obtain a precise formula relating the characters of π and πp.
To establish a relation between the two representations, we introduce
a summability condition, which warrants the convergence of the sums for
the matrix entries in the representations that we are obtaining for the Hecke
operators.
Definition 1. Let π0 be a unitary representation of G, such that π0|Γ is
a (not necessary integer) multiple of the left regular representation λΓ. We
assume that there exists a unitary representation π of G into the unitary group
of a Hilbert space H containing H0, with the following properties:
(i) π|Γ is an integer multiple of the left regular representation λΓ. Conse-
quently, there exists a Hilbert subspace L of H such that
H – l2pΓq b L, π|Γ – λΓ b IdL.
(ii) Let e be the identity element of the group G. We denote the orthogonal
projection from H onto L – Ce b L by PL. We assume that the projections
in the family tπpgqPLπpg´1q|g P Gu form a commutative family.
(iii) Assume that π0 is a subrepresentation of π. Consequently H0 Ď H is
πpGq-invariant and π0 is the restriction of π to H0. Denote by P0 the or-
thogonal projection from H onto H0. Clearly, in this case we have π0pgq “
P0πpgqP0, g P G.
(iv) The product of the operators P0 and PL is trace class.
(v) For every g in G and Γ0 in S, the following sum, over the coset Γ0g,
(2)
ÿ
θPΓ0g
PLπ0pθqPL,
is convergent in the space of Hilbert-Schmidt operators C2pLq.
(vi) The sum of traces of the operators in the sum in formula (2) is absolutely
convergent. The sum in formula (2) is a trace class operator, whose trace is
equal to the sum of traces of the operators in the sum.
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(vii) The Murray von Neumann dimension number dimtπ0pΓqu2H0 ([50], [44],
[25]) is a finite, strictly positive number.
The condition (vii) above may be interpreted as saying that H0 is a
finitely generated left Hilbert module over the representation π0|Γ, which is a
multiple of the the left regular representation of Γ.
In the main examples considered in this paper, where the representa-
tions π0 are obtained from unitary representations in the discrete series of
(projective) unitary of PSLp2,Rq by restriction to G “ PGLp2,Zr1
p
sq, the
conditions (iii), (iv) are a consequence of the computations in [53]. The con-
dition (ii) is automatic if the representation π comes from a Koopman unitary
representation. Indeed, in this case the projection PL is the operator of mul-
tiplication with the characteristic function of a fundamental domain for Γ.
Furthermore, the projections in the family are the operators of multiplication
by the characteristic functions of translations of the fundamental domain with
elements in G.
A unitary representation π0 of G as above determines, in a canonical
way, a unitary representation π0p of the Schlichtling completion ([48]) G of
G, with respect to the subgroups in the family S. The unitary representation
π0
p acts on H
p
, the Hilbert space completion of the inductive limit of the
Hilbert spaces HΓ0 , Γ0 P S. This construction is rigorously presented in The-
orem 33. The following result gives an explicit description of the block matrix
coefficients of the representation π0p. These are Hecke operators correspond-
ing to subgroups Γ0 P S associated with the original unitary representation
π0. This representation is used to compute the character of the representation
π0
p
. In the following theorem, we denote pΓ0qσ “ σΓ0σ´1 X Γ0, Γ0 P S,
σ P G.
Theorem 2. Let π0 be a unitary representation of G into the unitary
group UpH0q of a Hilbert space H0. Assume that π0 verifies the technical
condition from Definition 1. Let π0p be the unitary representation of G intro-
duced above.
For every Γ0 in S, fix a family of coset representatives for Γ0 in Γ so that
Γ “
rΓ:Γ0sŤ
i“1
Γ0si. We represent Bpl2pΓ0zΓqq by the matrix unit
peΓ0si, eΓ0sj qi,j“1,2,...,rΓ:Γ0s.
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For Γ0 P S and σ P G, the Hecke operators associated to π0 that corre-
spond to the double coset Γ0σΓ0 are:
(3) rΓ0 : pΓ0qσsPHΓ00 π
p
0pσqPHΓ00
.
Using the unitary equivalence
Bpl2pΓ0zΓqq bBpLq – BpH
Γ0q,
and the above choice of a matrix unit, the Hecke operators in formula (3) are
unitarily equivalent to the operators in Bpl2pΓ0zΓqq bBpLq given by
(4)
ÿ
i,j
ÿ
θPs´1i Γ0σΓ0sj
PLπ0pθqPL b eΓ0si,Γ0sj .
Formula (4) allows us to immediately conclude the following:
Corollary 3. For σ P G,Γ0 P S, the trace of the Hecke operator intro-
duced in formula (3) is computed by
(5) Tr“rΓ0 : pΓ0qσsPHΓ00 πp0pσqPHΓ00 ‰ “ÿ
si
ÿ
θPsiΓ0σΓ0s
´1
i
TrpPLπ0pθqPLq.
When specializing for example to the case Γ0 “ Γ, formula (4) gives the
following:
Consider the case when dimtπ0pΓqu2 H0 is finite. The space HΓ0 of ”vir-
tual” vectors, invariant to the unitary representation π0|Γ acting on H0, is uni-
tarily equivalent to the range of the projection
PΓ,L “
ÿ
γPΓ
PLπ0pγqPL P BpLq,
which is a finite dimensional subspace of L. The same unitary equivalence
transforms the Hecke operator corresponding to a coset ΓσΓ and acting on
”virtual” Γ-invariant operators into the operatorÿ
γPΓσΓ
PLπ0pγqPL P BpLq, σ P G.
The convergence in the above formulae is a consequence of the technical as-
sumption introduced in Definition 1.
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As a corollary of formula (5), we obtain a formula for the character ([22],
[47], [12], [17]) of the representation πp0 . This proves that the character of πp0
is determined by the positive definite function φ0 on G, given by
(6) φ0pgq “ TrpPLπ0pgqPLq, g P G.
We use the notations and definitions from the statement of Theorem 2.
We assume that θπp0 , the character of the representation π
p
0 of G, is locally
integrable with respect to Haar measure on G. Recall that by [12], formula
(13), (for a different proof see also Lemma 6), we have
(7) θπp
0
pσq “ lim
Γ0Ó e
Γ0PS
TrpP
H
Γ0
0
π
p
0pσqPHΓ0
0
q.
For every g P G, let Γstg be the normalizer group of g in Γ defined by
Γstg “ tγ P Γ|γg “ gγu.
Using the formulae (5) and (7) we obtain:
Corollary 4. The value of the character θπp0 at an element σ P G is
computed by the formula:
(8) θπp0 pσq “ limΓ0Ó e
Γ0PS
1
rΓ0 : pΓ0qσs
ÿ
Γ“
rΓ:Γ0s
Y
i“1
Γ0si
ÿ
θPs´1i Γ0σΓ0si
TrpPLπ0pθqPLq.
If the group Γstg is trivial then
(9) θπp
0
pgq “
“
lim
Γ0Ó e
Γ0PS
1
rΓ0 : pΓ0qgs
‰ÿ
γPΓ
TrpPLπ0pγgγ
´1qq, g P G.
Under suitable conditions, the term on the right hand side of equation
(9) coincides with the character of the unitary representation π0. Assume
there exists a unitary representation πR0 , extending π0 to a a locally compact
group GR, that contains G as a dense subgroup Then, the formula for the
trace character of the representation π0 depends only on the trace character of
a representation πR0 .
Lemma 5. Consider a unitary representation π0 verifying the conditions
in Definition 1. We also consider a larger locally compact group GR, contain-
ing G as a dense subgroup, and such that Γ is a lattice in GR. Assume the
following conditions:
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(i) π0 extends to a unitary representation πR0 of GR into the unitary group of
H . Moreover, the representation πR0 has a locally integrable character with
respect to Haar measure on GR, denoted by ”TrpπR0 p¨qq”=θπR0 .(ii) The representation π from Definition 1 also extends to a unitary represen-
tation πR of GR, and the equality πR0 pgq “ P0πRP0 holds for g P GR.
(iii) The set of elements g P GR with non-trivial group Γstg has zero measure
with respect to Haar measure on GR.
Then
(i) For any element g P G as in assumption (ii), we have
(10) θπR0 pgq “
ÿ
γPΓ
TrBpLqpPLπ0pγgγ
´1qPLq.
(ii) The character of the unitary representation π0 restricted to G (with the
exception of the points g P G such that Γstg is non-trivial) depends only on the
character of the representation πR0 .
Remark 6. We consider the sum appearing in formula (8)
(11) φΓ0pσq “
ÿ
Γ
rΓ:Γ0s
Y
i“1
Γ0si
ÿ
θPs´1i Γ0σΓ0si
TrpPLπ0pθqPLq, σ P G.
When σ “ e and Γ0 is normal subgroup, this term is equal to
rΓ : Γ0s
ÿ
Γ“
rΓ:Γ0s
Y
i“1
Γ0si
ÿ
θPΓ0
TrpPLπ0pθqPLq “ rΓ : Γ0s
ÿ
γPΓ0
TrpPLπ0pγqPLq.
Normalizing and taking the limit
Φπ0pσq “ lim
Γ0Ó e
Γ0PS
φΓ0pσq
dimHΓ0
, σ P G,
we obtain a character of the group G of the type considered in [33], [16], [9],
[8] [52].
The characters we obtain in formula Corollary 4 are of a different nature:
they take infinite value at the identity and possibly take infinite value at other
elements of the group.
We exemplify below the content of Theorem 2 and of Corollary 4, in
the particular case where the Γ-invariant vectors are the automorphic forms.
We take G “ PGLp2,Zr1
p
sq, p a prime number, Γ the modular group, and
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the representation π0 “ πn|G, n P N, n ě 2 is obtained by restricting to G a
(projective) unitary representation in the analytic, discrete series pπnqně2 of
the semisimple Lie group PSLp2,Rq. Let F be a fundamental domain for the
action of the modular group on the upper halfplane. Let ν0 “ pImzq´2dz¯dz
be the canonical measure on H, that is invariant to the action of PSLp2,Rq by
Moebius transforms. Then, the projection PL introduced in Definition 1, is the
operator MχF of multiplication with the characteristic function of F , on H “
L2pH, pImzq´2dz¯dzq. The unitary representation π is the Koopman unitary
representation of G on L2pH, pImzq´2dz¯dzq, corresponding to the action of
G on H (see Examples 28 and 29).
In this particular case the projection P0 is the Bergman projection onto
the Hilbert space of the representation πn, which is the space of analytic func-
tions onH, square summable with respect to the measure νn “ pImzqn´2dz¯dz.
Moreover, the technical condition (v) from Definition 1 is equivalent to the
L2-convergence condition for Berezin’s reproducing kernels ([3]) of the op-
erators in the sum. This condition holds true in the particular case described
here, because of the computations in [53] and [19], Section 3.3.
For a bounded operatorA on the Hilbert spaceHn, we denote by pApz¯, ζq,
z, ζ P H its Berezin symbol ([3]). Formula (9) implies in this case
Corollary 7. Let σ be an element in G with trivial group Γstσ . Then
(12) θπpnpσq “
“
lim
Γ0Ó e
Γ0PS
1
rΓ0 : pΓ0qgs
‰ ż
H
{πnpσqpz¯, zqdν0pzq
“
“
lim
Γ0Ó e
Γ0PS
1
rΓ0 : pΓ0qσs
‰ ż
H
1
σz ´ z
dν0pzq “
“
lim
Γ0Ó e
Γ0PS
1
rΓ0 : pΓ0qσs
‰
θπnpσq.
The fact that the term
ş
H
{πnpσqpz¯, zqdν0pzq, in the above formula, is the
character θπn of the representation πn is proved in [32], using Berezin’s quan-
tization. In this context, the formula for the sum in (9) is computed, by a
different method, in [53].
In the last section, we apply the construction of Γ-invariant ”virtual” vec-
tors from the previous theorem, to diagonal representations of G of the form
π0 b π
op
0 , acting on the Hilbert space H0. Here π
op
0 is the complex, conjugate
representation associated to the representation π0. We use a unitary equivalent
representation of the Hilbert spaces consisting of Γ-invariant vectors.
This representation is unitarily equivalent to the unitary representation
Adπ0, acting on the Hilbert space consisting of the ideal of Hilbert-Schmidt
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operators C2pH0q Ď BpH0q. The space VΓ0 of ”virtual” Γ0-invariant vectors is
the von Neumann algebra of operators X P BpH0q that commute with π0pΓ0q.
This algebra is (see Example 30) the commutant algebra AΓ0 “ tπ0pΓ0qu1.
For a type II1 factor M with trace τ , we denote the Hilbert space asso-
ciated to τ through the GNS construction ([50]) by L2pM, τq. This Hilbert
space is obtained, via hilbertian completion, from the scalar product induced
by the trace on the vector space M . By assumption, dimtπ0pΓ0quH0 is finite,
hence we conclude ([50]) that AΓ0 is a type II von Neumann algebra. Then
the Hilbert space of Γ0-invariant vectors is the L2 space L2pAΓ0, τq associated
to the type II1 von Neumann factor AΓ0 . The inductive limit of these Hilbert
spaces, when Γ0 runs over S, has a natural interpretation in terms of the Jones
basic construction (Example 30, see also the construction in [40]).
This is particularly interesting when π0 is the representation πn men-
tioned above, (G “ PGLp2,Zr1
p
sq, p a prime, Γ the modular group, πn ob-
tained, by restriction to G, from the discrete series of unitary representations
PSLp2,Rq). Consider the unitary Koopman representation πKoop (see Exam-
ple 28) associated to the measure preserving action of G on H, endowed with
the measure ν0 introduced above.
Then, by [42] or by Berezin’s quantization theory ([3], see also [36]),
we have, up to unitary conjugation that
(13) πKoop – πn b πopn , n ě 2.
Because of the above equivalence, the analysis of the representation ofG
on the spaces of ”virtual” Γ0-invariant vectors for the representation πnb πopn
leads to the analysis of the spaces of Γ0-invariant vectors, Γ0 P S, for the
Koopman representation, and of the corresponding unitary action of G on
these spaces. The latter representation corresponds to the action of the Hecke
operators on Maass forms ([31]). Using this method, we obtain in Section
7 (see also [36]) concrete algebraic formulae relating matrix coefficients of
the representation πn with the expression of the Hecke operators associated to
πKoop.
This method is useful in understanding the Koopman unitary represen-
tation πKoop, from which the action of the Hecke operators on Maass forms
is derived. We are exploiting a natural ”square root” of the representation
πKoop, given by the representation in the discrete series, as in formula (13).
The representation πnbπopn is more malleable to handle, since using the opera-
tor algebra interpretation, the Hilbert spaces of ”virtual” Γ0-invariant vectors,
Γ0 P S, are canonically defined. We explain this construction below.
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Let RpGq be the von Neumann algebra generated by right convolution
operators ρpgq, g P G, acting on ℓ2pGq. This is the commutant algebra of the
algebra of left convolutors LpGq generated by the left convolution operators
λg, g P G, acting on the same Hilbert space.
We consider the following algebras associated with the inclusions, Γ Ď
G, K Ď G. Let H0pK,Gq “ CpKzG{Kq be the algebra of double cosets
of K in G ([1], [28]). We denote the Hecke algebra CpΓzG{Γq generated
by double cosets of Γ in G by H0pG,Γq. The latter algebra is isomorphic
to the Hecke algebra H0pK,Gq. The Hecke algebra has a natural involution
operation which is inducing a ˚-algebra structure.
The Hecke algebra has a canonical, faithful ˚- representation ([7]) into
Bpℓ2pΓzGqq. We denote the elements of the standard basis of ℓ2pΓzGq by
rΓσs, σ P G. The hypothesis rΓ : Γσs “ rΓ : Γσ´1s, σ P G, that we
assumed on the equality of the indices has the effect that the state x¨rΓs, rΓsy,
which is defined on Bpℓ2pΓzGqq, restricts to a trace on the image of the Hecke
algebra. The reduced C˚-algebra of the Hecke algebra is the norm closure, in
the representation into Bpℓ2pΓzGqq of the Hecke algebra H0pG,Γq. It will be
denoted by HredpG,Γq. Clearly H0pG,Γq – H0pK,Gq.
The C˚-algebra C˚pGq contains a canonical operator system ([35]), as-
sociated to the maximal compact subgroup K which we introduce in the next
definition. We will explain below that ˚-representations of this operator sys-
tem, as in formula (18) in Lemma 9, encode all the information about the rep-
resentation π0. These morphisms are the basic building blocks of the Hecke
algebra representation associated to a representation of the form π0bπop0 (see
Theorem 10 and Theorem 12). The essential tool for analyzing unitary repre-
sentations of G of the form π0b πop0 – Ad π0 is a canonical representation of
the Hecke algebra H0pG,Γq into RpGq bBpLq that will be described below.
Definition 8. Let LpK,Gq “ CpχσK |σ P Gq be the linear subspace
of C˚pGq generated by the characteristic functions of right cosets. Then
LpK,Gq˚ “ CpχKσ|σ P Gq. We also consider the spacerLpK,Gq “ L8pG, µqLpK,Gq Ď C˚pG¸ L8pG, µqq.
We consider the following operator systems ([35]) :
(14) OpK,Gq “ LpK,Gq ¨ pLpK,Gqq˚ Ď C˚pGq,rOpK,Gq “ rLpK,Gq ¨ prLpK,Gqq˚ Ď C˚pG¸ L8pG, µqq.
In the above formula the product is calculated in the C˚-algebra C˚pGq and,
respectively, in the C˚-algebra C˚pG¸ L8pG, µqq.
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Then, clearly:
(i) OpK,Gq is linearly generated by the characteristic functions of the
form χσ1Kσ2, σ1, σ2 P G.
(ii) LpK,Gq and pLpK,Gqq˚ are subspaces of OpK,Gq.
(iii) We have a canonical pairing
(15) LpK,Gq ˆ LpK,Gq Ñ OpK,Gq.
The pairing maps x, y P LpK,Gq into xy˚ P OpK,Gq.
Let E be a C˚-algebra. We will say that a linear map Φ : OpK,Gq Ñ E
is a ˚-representation of the operator system OpK,Gq if, by definition
Φpxy˚q “ ΦpxqpΦpyqq˚, x, y P LpK,Gq.
A ˚-representation for the operator system rOpK,Gqwill have to be in addition
linear as a bimodule over the algebra L8pG, µq.
The Hecke algebra H0pK,Gq is the intersection LpK,Gq X pLpK,Gq˚.
Clearly it is closed with respect to the above pairing operation. Obviously, a
˚-representation of the operator system OpK,Gq becomes, when restricted to
the Hecke algebra, a ˚-algebra representation.
Let G,Γ, π, π0, P0, PL be as in Definition 1. We assume, for simplicity
of the presentation, for the following results, that the groupsΓ, G have infinite,
non-trivial conjugacy classes. This assumption implies that the von Neumann
algebras associated below with the above groups have unique traces.
We construct ˚-representations of the operator system OpK,Gq that take
values in the associated von Neumann algebras described below. We consider
the following von Neumann algebras:
(16) A “ tπpΓqu1 – RpΓq b BpLq Ď B “ RpGq b BpLq,
A0 “ π0pΓq
1 “ P0AP0.
Note that A,B are type II von Neumann algebras. If the space L is infi-
nite, then A,B are type II8 von Neumann algebras. In the representation for
tπpΓqu1 introduced in formula (16), the projection P0, which by hypothesis
commutes with πpΓq and thus belongs to A, has the formula:
(17) P0 “
ÿ
γPΓ
ρpγq b PLπ0pγqPL P C1pAq.
For a given von Neumann algebra M, endowed with a faithful, semifi-
nite trace T “ TM, we denote by C1pMq the ideal of trace class operators
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associated to M ([50]). If M is a type II8 von Neumann algebra endowed
with faithful semifinite trace T , we denote by C1pM, T q the ideal of trace
class operators in M ([50]). If the dependence on the trace T is contextual,
we write just C1pMq.
We associate to the unitary representation π0 a ˚-representation of the
operator system constructed in Definition 8.
Lemma 9. We assume that G,Γ, π0, P0, PL are as in Definition 1.
For a coset C “ gΓ0 in G define, in analogy with formula (17),
rΦπ0,LpCq “ ÿ
θPC
ρpθq b PLπ0pθqPL P C1pBq.
Then
(i) The application rΦπ0,L restricted to OpK,Gq is a ˚-representation of the
operator system OpK,Gq. In particular
(18) rΦπ0,Lpχσ1Kq“rΦπ0,Lpχσ2Kq‰˚ “ rΦπ0,Lpχσ1Kσ´12 q, σ1, σ2 P G.
(ii) Because of formula (17), we have rΦπ0,LpχKq “ P0. Hence, because of (i),
rΦπ0,Lpχσ1Kq “ rΦπ0,Lpχσ1KqP0,rΦπ0,LpχKσ1q “ P0rΦπ0,LpχKσ1q, σ1 P G.
(iii) Because of (ii), the restriction rΦπ0,L to the Hecke algebra H0pK,Gq –
H0pΓ, Gq takes values in the algebra A0 “ P0BP0.
(iv) rΦπ0,L|H0pK,Gq is trace preserving, and hence it extends continuously to
C˚-representation of the reduced C˚-Hecke algebra HredpΓ, Gq with values
in A0.
The ˚-algebra representation of the Hecke algebra from point (iii) is used
to describe the Hecke operators on Γ-invariant vectors associated to the diag-
onal unitary representation π0 b πop0 of G. As explained above, the latter
representation is unitarily equivalent to Ad π0, and the Hilbert space of Γ-
invariant vectors is canonically identified to the L2 space ([50]) associated to
the commutant von Neumann algebra tπnpΓqu1. The formula of the Hecke
operators is computed in the next theorem. The case where dimC L “ 1 was
used in [Ra] to obtain estimates on the essential spectrum of Hecke operators
acting on Maass forms. The general case of arbitrary Murray von Neumann
dimension is treated in [37].
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The Hecke operators are automatically completely positive maps. They
are obtained using von Neumann algebras expectations ([44], [50]). Let
E
P0pRpGqbBpLqqP0
P0pRpΓqbBpLqqP0
be the canonical normal conditional expectation, mapping the type II1 factor
P0pRpGq bBpLqqP0 onto the subfactor P0pRpΓq bBpLqqP0.
Theorem 10. We use the definitions and notations introduced above.
The Hecke operator ΨprΓσΓsq, associated to the representation Ad π0, corre-
sponding to a coset rΓσΓs for σ in G, is a selfadjoint operator acting on the
space L2pA0, τq “ L2ptπ0pΓqu1, τq.
Then, the formula for ΨprΓσΓsq is determined by its values on the alge-
bra A0. For σ P G, the Hecke operator ΨprΓσΓsq associates to
X P π0pΓq
1 “ A0 “ P0BP0 “ P0pRpΓq bBpLqqP0
the operator
(19) ΨprΓσΓsqpXq “ EP0pRpGqbBpLqqP0
P0pRpΓqbBpLqqP0
prΦπ0,LpΓσΓqXprΦπ0,LpΓσΓqq˚q.
This is Theorem 3.2 in [37], generalizing results in [36]. The state-
ment is adapted to the framework of the present paper. The present formalism
proves that once a choice for the space L has been made, the Hecke algebra
representation is canonical.
We construct below a canonical ˚-representation DΦ of the Hecke al-
gebra H0pK,Gq into a canonical ”double” algebra (see below) such that all
the representations of the Hecke algebra, as in formula (19), are obtained by
composing DΦ with a quotient map.
We will perform the construction of the representation DΦ only in the
case where the Neumann dimension dimtπ0pΓu2H0 is equal to 1. In this context
A0 is simply the algebra RpΓq. The argument may be easily extended to cover
the case of von Neumann dimension larger than 1, but the formulae become
more complicated.
The fact that the von Neumann dimension of the type II von Neumann
algebra generated by π0pΓq is 1 means that the representation π0|Γ admits
a cyclic trace vector ζ . In this case, the ˚-representation rΦπ0,L introduced
in Definition 9 is replaced by a representation t, constructed below, of the
canonical system introduced in Lemma 8, taking values in LpGq. Recall that
the algebra LpGq is anti-isomorphic to RpGq.
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We define, for σ1, σ2 P G, and for a subset of G of the form A “ σ1Γσ2,
(20) tpσ1Kσ2q “
ÿ
θPA
xπ0pθqζ, ζyλθ P LpGq.
Then, by Lemma 9, letting the space L be Cζ , we infer (see Remark 42) that t
defines a ˚-representation of the operator system OpK,Gq with values in the
von Neumann algebra LpGq (the complex conjugation in formula (20) is due
to the fact that, via the canonical anti-isomorphism, we are switching from
the algebra RpGq to the algebra LpGq).
The Hecke algebra ˚-representation Ψ, introduced in formula (19), takes
now values in LpΓq and is given by the formula:
(21) ΨprΓσΓsqpXq “ ELpGq
LpΓq ptpΓσΓqXptpΓσΓqq
˚q, σ P G.
The linear operator ΨprΓσΓsq, σ P G extends obviously to the GNS space
ℓ2pΓq (see e.g. [50]), taken with respect the canonical trace.
The Hecke operators ΨprΓσΓsq, σ P G are all completely positive and
unital. Hence the representation in formula (21) extends, by forgetting the
algebra structure on the range space, to a ˚-representation Ψ0 of H0pG,Γq
with values into Bpℓ2pΓq a C1q. As explained in Example 29 (see also [36],
[40]), the validity of the Ramanujan-Petersson Conjecture on Maass forms,
in the particular example G “ PGLp2,Zr1
p
sq, is equivalent to the fact that
the representation Ψ0 extends to a representation of the reduced C˚-Hecke
algebra HredpG,Γq.
We will prove that the representation Ψ of the Hecke algebra introduced
in formula (21) is obtained from a canonical representation DΦ of the Hecke
algebra.
We introduce the following two crossed product C˚ -algebras. They are
a two variable extension of the Roe algebras ([43], [6]).
Definition 11. We consider the following crossed product C˚-algebras:
(22) DRpGq “ χKpC˚ppGˆGopq ¸ L8pG, µqqqχK ,
(23) DRpGq “ χKpC˚ppGˆGopq ¸ L8pG, µqqqχK
The C˚-algebra DRpGq has a canonical, Koopman type, representation
α into Bpℓ2pΓqq obtained as follows: let GˆGop act as groupoid on Γ by left
and right multiplication, the operation being defined whenever the result of the
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multiplication belongs to Γ. On the other hand CpKq acts by multiplication
on l8pΓq and hence on ℓ2pΓq.
We observe that both algebras introduced in the above definition are cor-
ners (reduced by the projection χK P L8pG, µq) in the larger crossed product
C˚-algebras, corresponding to the measure preserving actions of GˆGop and
respectively G ˆ Gop on G. Since the action is measure preserving, the two
algebras have obvious reduced crossed product C˚-algebra counterparts.
In the following statement, we prove that the Hecke algebra represen-
tation Ψ introduced in formula (21), which is in fact the Hecke algebra rep-
resentation associated with the representation π0 b πop0 , is obtained from an
intrinsic representation of the Hecke algebra, denoted by DΦ, with values in
the ”double” algebra DRpGq. To obtain the Hecke algebra representation
Ψ, one composes the ˚-algebra representation DΦ with the Koopmann type
representation α of the algebra DRpGq introduced in Definition 11.
Since the ˚-algebra representation DΦ extends (as it preserves the trace)
to the reduced C˚-Hecke algebra, the obstruction (if any) to extending the rep-
resentation Ψ0 to the reduced C˚-algebra Hecke algebra HredpG,Γq (which,
as explained above, in the case of the representation πn, is the obstruction for
the Ramanujan-Petersson Conjecture on Maass forms to hold true, ([36])), lies
in the kernel of the above canonical representation α, eventually intersected
with the image of DΦ.
If f is a function onG, we denote the corresponding convolution element
in C˚pGq by Lpfq. We have:
Theorem 12. The following statements hold true:
(i) The correspondence
rKσKs Ñ χKpLpχKσKq b LpχKσKq
opqχK , σ P G,
extends by linearity to a ˚-algebra representation DΦ of the Hecke algebra
H0pK,Gq into DRpGq. This representation is trace preserving, and hence it
obviously extends to HredpΓ, Gq when values are considered in the reduced
crossed product C˚-algebra associated with DRpGq.
(ii) The ˚-representation t of the operator system OpK,Gq, introduced in for-
mula (20), extends to a DRpGq-valued ˚-representation t2 of an operator
system O contained in DRpGq. The operator system O contains the image of
DΦ.
(iii) The composition DΦ “ t2 ˝DΦ, mapping
rΓσΓs Ñ χKptpΓσΓq b ptpΓσΓqq
opqχK ,
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extends to a ˚-algebra representation of the Hecke algebra HredpΓ, Gq into
the reduced crossed product C˚-algebra associated with DRpGq.
(iv) Let α be as in Definition 22, and let Ψ be the Hecke algebra introduced
in formula (21). Then
(24) Ψ “ α ˝DΦ “ α ˝ t2 ˝DΦ.
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2. OUTLINE OF THE PAPER
We outline the construction of Hilbert spaces of ”virtual” Γ-invariant
vectors and of the unitary action of G on the inductive limit of these spaces.
We recall from introduction that Γ is an almost normal subgroup of G: that is,
for all σ in G, the group Γσ “ σΓσ´1 X Γ has finite index in Γ. We assume
in this paper that, for all σ P G, the values of the group indices rΓ : Γσs
and rΓ : Γσ´1s are equal. This hypothesis is automatic if Γ is a group with
infinite non-trivial conjugacy classes, in the presence of the representation π0
as in Definition 1 (e.g. by Jones’s index theory [25]). We also assume that
the family S, generated through the intersection operation by the subgroups
Γσ, σ P G, separates points of Γ. Let K be the profinite completion of Γ, with
respect to the family S.
We first consider a unitary representation π of G having properties (i),
(ii) from Definition 1. In this case π|Γ is an integer multiple of the regular
representation. To construct Γ-invariant vectors, we assume that H is con-
tained in a larger vector space V , and that the representation π extends to a
representation πV of G into the linear isomorphism group of V . We assume
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that the space VΓ, consisting of vectors in V fixed by πVpΓq, is non-trivial. To
construct the representation πp, one considers simultaneously the spaces VΓ0
of vectors in V fixed by the action of πVpΓ0q, where Γ0 is any group conju-
gated in G to a subgroup in S. Note that πVpσq, for σ in G, will move the
vector space VΓ0 into VσΓ0σ´1 .
We construct a Hilbert space structure on the spaces VΓ0 , which deter-
mines Hilbert spaces HΓ0 of Γ0-fixed vectors, Γ0 P S. On the scalar product
on the spaces of invariant vectors, we impose the condition that the inclusions
HΓ0 Ď HΓ1, Γ0,Γ1 P S, Γ1 Ď Γ0,
are isometric, and that πVpσq maps HΓ0XΓσ´1 isometrically onto HσΓ0σ
´1XΓσ
,
for σ P G.
Using this procedure, we obtain in formula (35) a prehilbertian space
structure on the reunion
Ž
Γ0P S
HΓ0 . Let Hp be the Hilbert space completion of
the reunion. Clearly πV induces a representation of G into the isomorphisms
of
Ž
Γ0P S
VΓ0 .
The conditions we are imposing on the scalar products on the Hilbert
spaces HΓ0 , Γ0 P S imply that πV induces an unitary representation πp of G
into the unitary group UpHpq of the Hilbert space Hp. The notation ¨ p over
π and H , stands for the above completion operation, consisting into passing
from π to the unitary representation πp on Hilbert space completion of the
reunion of the space of Γ0 invariant vectors, Γ0 P S.
We recall that the Schlichting completion G (see e.g. [48], [51], [26],
[30]) of the discrete group G with respect to the subgroups in S is the lo-
cally compact, totally disconnected group obtained as the disjoint union of
the double cosets KσK, with the obvious multiplication relation, where ΓσΓ
runs over a set of representatives for double cosets for Γ in G (see also [4],
[7], [21]).
Let dimension dπ “ dimtπpΓqu2H0 P N be the von Neumann dimension
of H as a module over the type II factor tπpΓqu2 (see [19]), section 3.3 for
definitions and notations). We prove (Lemma 26) that the left regular repre-
sentation λK of K into the unitary group UpL2pK,µqq has multiplicity dπ in
πp|K .
Let µ be the normalized Haar measure on K and extend it on the locally
compact group G to the Haar measure µ, normalized by µpKq “ 1. The
assumption that rΓ : Γσs “ rΓ : Γσ´1s for all σ in G, implies that the measure
µ is bivariant under left and right translations by elements in the group G.
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We extend the construction of the above unitary representation to the
case where π0 is a unitary representation as in Definition 1. In this case the
unitary representation π0|Γ is no longer a multiple of the left regular represen-
tation of Γ, but it is a subrepresentation of a larger representation π with the
above properties.
We prove that the above construction that we performed to obtain the
unitary representation πp may be repeated for π0. We obtain a unitary repre-
sentation πp0 of G that is associated with the action of the initial group G on
the spaces of Γ0-invariant vectors, Γ0 P S. The representation πp0 naturally
extends to the C˚-algebra of the locally compact group G. It also extends to
a C˚-algebra representation of the full C˚-algebra associated simultaneously
with the groups G and G (see Definition 16).
In Theorem 34, we note that ”block matrix coefficients” of the represen-
tation πp0 are Hecke operators associated to the representation π
p
0 , correspond-
ing to level Γ0, where the group Γ0S is determined by the size of the ”block”.
We use this in Theorem 2 to determine the explicit formula (see formula (4))
of the Hecke operators in terms of the data from the representation π0.
One outcome of this paper is the relation between the representations
π0 and πp0 . The representation π
p
0 is a type I representation of the group G.
Hence, it has an associated character ([22], [47], [17]), which we denote by
θπp
0
= ”Tr” π
p
0 . In Corollary 4, we prove that the values of the character θπp0 pgq
computed at g P G, are determined by summing over cosets the values of
a positive definite function φ on G, introduced in formula (6). The same
positive definite function also determines the formula of ”Tr π0pgq” of the
original representation π0.
The basic model of unitary representations as above is the represen-
tation of the spaces of Γ0-invariant vectors, in the case of the left regular
representation λG of G into Upl2pGqq (a more detailed exposition Exam-
ple 27 in Section 4). In this case the Hilbert spaces HΓ0 , Γ0 P S, are the
Hilbert spaces l2pΓ0zGq with scalar product normalized, so that the inclu-
sions l2pΓ0zGq Ď l2pΓ1zGq are isometric for Γ1 Ď Γ0. The Hilbert space H
p
is simply L2pG, µq, and in this particular case the representation πp is simply
the left regular representation of G into the unitary group UpL2pG, µqq.
We recall from the introduction that the Hecke algebra H0pΓ, Gq of dou-
ble cosets of Γ in G has a canonical ˚-algebra embedding into Bpℓ2pΓzGqq.
The closure in the uniform norm is a C˚-algebra HredpΓ, Gq called the re-
duced C˚-Hecke algebra, by analogy with reduced C˚-algebra of a discrete
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group ([7], [20],[51], [2], [14]). The representation
HredpΓ, Gq Ď Bpℓ
2pΓzGqq
is called the left regular representation of the Hecke algebra. The commu-
tant is generated by the right quasi-regular representation ρΓzG of G into the
unitary group of ℓ2pΓzGq (see e.g. [7]).
The content of the Ramanujan-Petersson Problem is the determination
of bounds on the growth of matrix coefficients and eigenvalues for representa-
tions of the Hecke algebra, on Hilbert spaces of Γ-invariant vectors associated
to unitary representations π ofG as above. The Ramanujan-Petersson Conjec-
ture is asking in fact (see [36]) when the matrix coefficients of the representa-
tion of H0pΓ, Gq, associated to the unitary representation π, are weakly limits
of convex combinations of matrix coefficients of the Hecke algebra coming
from left regular representation of the Hecke algebra.
In the terminology of this paper this is equivalent to determining when
the spherical functions (matrix coefficients corresponding to vectors fixed by
K) associated to the representation π0p of G are weakly contained in the left
regular representation of the Hecke algebra. Clearly, this is equivalent to the
weak containment of the representation π0p in the left regular representation
of G, acting by left translations on L2pG, µq. The Ramanujan-Petersson Con-
jecture has been proven to hold true for automorphic forms by Deligne ([15]).
For Maass forms ([31]), the general problem is open (see [49], [46], [24],[11],
[36]). We formulate the following problem:
Problem. [Generalized Ramanujan-Petersson problem]: Determine con-
ditions on the representation π0 such that π¯0p is weakly contained in the left
regular representation λG of G on L2pG, µq. It is enough to determine condi-
tions on the unitary representation π of G, so that the unitary representation
π¯0
p|G of G is weakly contained in the unitary representation λG|G.
In the case of the unitary representation πn of G “ PGLp2,Zr1psq, p a
prime number, n P N, obtained by restriction from the discrete series of repre-
sentations of PSLp2,Rq, the representations πpn encode all the group harmonic
analysis information about the spaces of automorphic forms (here the group Γ
is PSLp2,Zq). The spherical matrix coefficients of πpn encode the information
about the eigenvalues of Hecke operators.
Below we present examples of representations π and of the associated
representation πp. For a more detailed exposition see Section 4. The easiest
case is when a unitary representation π of G as above has also the property
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that π|Γ is an integer multiple of the left regular representation of Γ. In the
terminology of Murray-von Neumann dimension (see [19], section 3.3), this
is the case when dimtπpΓqu2H is an integer. In this case, as explained above,
there exists a Hilbert subspace L of H with the property introduced next.
Definition 13. Let π be a unitary representation of G as above. We
consider a subspace L of H such that πpγqL is orthogonal to L for γ ‰ e. We
will call such a space Γ-wandering subspace for π. If in addition we have that
H “
Ž
γPΓ
πpγqL, we will refer to a subspace, with the two properties, as to a
Γ-wandering, generating subspace.
In the above context, the Hilbert spaces ofΓ0-invariant vectors are canon-
ically identified with the Hilbert spaces Lb l2pΓ0zGq, Γ0 P S. Recall that K
is the profinite completion of Γ with respect to the subgroups in S. The space
H
p is identified to L b L2pK,µq. The problem consists in the identification
of the representation of G and G on Hp.
One case (see Example 28) in which the above situation occurs is when
pX , νq is an infinite measure space on which G acts by measure preserving
transformations. In this case H “ L2pX , νq and π is the Koopmann represen-
tation πKoop (see e.g. [27])
(25) pπKooppgqfqpxq “ fpg´1xq, x P X , g P G, f P L2pX , νq.
We assume that the restriction of the action of G to Γ admits a funda-
mental domain F . Then we may take L “ L2pF, ν|F q. This is a Γ-wandering,
generating subspace, associated with the representation πKoop. In this case
dimtπKooppΓqu2H “ 8. Then H
p
“ L2pF, ν|F q b L
2pK,µq. The represen-
tation πpKoop is determined by the Γ-valued cocycle on G ˆ F , determined
by the action of G on X , in the identification X – F ˆ Γ. To obtain the
representation πpKoop, one views this cocycle as having values in K.
Assume that π0 is a representation of G with the properties listed in Def-
inition 1. This is typically the case when dimtπ0pΓqu2H is not an integer. Such
a situation occurs when the Γ-invariant vectors are the automorphic forms.
In this case G “ PGLp2,Zr1
p
sq, p a prime, Γ is the modular group, and
Hn “ H
2pH, νnq. Here νn is the measure νn “ pImzqn´2dz¯dz on the upper
half plane H. The representations π0 “ πn are obtained by restricting to G the
representations in the discrete series pπnqnPN,ně2 of unitary representations of
PSL2pRq (see e.g. [29]). In this case there is no canonical wandering subspace
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L, since
dimtπnpΓqu2Hn “ dimΓHn “
n ´ 1
12
,
as proved in [19], Section 3.3.d. The reason for the previous non-existence
statement is the fact that, if such a space L exists, then
dimCL “ dimΓHn.
This is impossible if n´1
12
is not an integer.
In the theory of automorphic forms, the construction of Hilbert spaces of
Γ-invariant vectors is solved by using a fundamental domain and the Peters-
son scalar product ([34]), which consists in integration over the fundamental
domain. In the framework of this paper, we substitute the integration over a
fundamental domain by the action of the projection PL onto the space L.
One assumes that there exists a unitary representation uπn on a larger
Hilbert space, containing πn as a subrepresentation as in Definition 1. In this
case (see Example 29), the larger space Hilbert space is H “ L2pH, νnq. The
unitary representation uπn acts on functions on H by the same formula as πn.
The invariance properties of the measure νn imply, as in the case of πn, thatuπn is a unitary representation of G.
We use the notations from Definition 1. Let P0 be the orthogonal pro-
jection from L2pH, νnq onto the space Hn of square summable analytic func-
tions. We have that rP0, uπnpgqs “ 0 for all g P G. Hence πnpgq “ P0uπnpgqP0,
g P G. We take the space L “ L2pF, νnq as a canonical choice for the Γ-
wandering, generating subspace L for uπn. Recall that PL is the orthogonal
projection onto L. It is obvious that in this case PL is precisely MχF , the
operator of multiplication with the characteristic function of the fundamental
domain F , acting on L2pH, νnq.
The computations in Section 3.3 of [19] imply that the product P0MχF is
a trace class operator, with trace equal to the Murray-von Neumann dimension
dimtπnpΓqu2Hn.
To abstractly define the space of Γ-invariant vectors, we make use of
the relative position (the operator angle) of the projections P0 and MχF . In
this situation the technical hypothesis (Definition 1) is the convergence in the
space of Hilbert Schmidt class operators of the seriesÿ
θPΓσΓ
PLπnpθqPL, for σ P G.
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In the present example, this condition holds true since the reproducing
kernel for the projection onto the space of automorphic forms, and the repro-
ducing kernels of the associated Hecke operators, are the sum of the operator
kernels (Berezin’s reproducing kernels, [3], [39]) of the operators
(26)
ÿ
θPΓσΓ
MχFπnpθqMχF , σ P G.
Moreover the sum of the traces of the corresponding operators is also ab-
solutely convergent. This follows from the computations in [53] and [19],
Section 3.3.
We prove in Theorem 34 that the sum in formula (26) is a projection,
when taking the sum over Γ (e. g. σ is the identity element). We prove that the
range of this projection (which is a subspace ofL) is unitarily equivalent to the
Hilbert space of Γ-invariant vectors. Moreover, the same unitary equivalence
will transform the Hecke operator corresponding to a double coset rΓσΓs into
the sum in formula (26).
The advantage of this point of view on spaces of automorphic forms
is that formula (26) allows a direct computation of the traces of the Hecke
operators at any level Γ0 P S. This is used to compute (Theorem 7) values
of the character θπpnpgq, g P G. These values are the partial sums of traces of
operators as in formula (26) (see Theorem 34 and Remark 35).
The construction of the spaces of Γ-invariant vectors for the unitary rep-
resentation πKoopp may be obtained alternatively if the above representation
admits a ”square root” as described below (see Example 30 in Section 4). Let
the infinite measure space be H, endowed with the PSLp2,Rq invariant mea-
sure ν0 “ pImzq
´2dz¯dz. Let π “ πKoop be the corresponding Koopmann
unitary representation of PSLp2,Rq into the unitary group of L2pH, ν0q. We
denote by πopn the conjugate representation of πn. Because of Berezin’s quan-
tization method (see [42], [3]), the representation πKoop factorizes as
πKoop – πn b π
op
n .
As in the previous example, we let G “ PGLp2,Zr1
p
sq, p a prime, and let
Γ be the modular group. The factorization of the representation πKoop gives
a canonical choice for the Hilbert spaces of Γ0-invariant vectors, Γ0 P S.
Indeed, the representation πn b πopn is unitarily equivalent to the adjoint rep-
resentation Ad πnpgq into the unitary group of the Hilbert -Schmidt operators
C2pHnq – Hn bH
p
n.
The larger vector space containing C2pHnq is V “ BpHnq, the space
of bounded linear operators on Hn. Then the adjoint representation Ad πnpgq
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extends to a representation into the inner automorphism group of BpHnq. The
space VΓ0 of Γ0 invariant vectors is in this situation the type II1 factor:
AnpΓ0q “ tπnpΓ0qu
1 “ tX P BpHnq|rX, πnpγqs “ 0, γ P Γ0u.
The fact that the commutant algebra AnpΓ0q is a type II1 factor is a conse-
quence of the fact that dimΓHn is finite (see [19], Section 3.3.d).
Then the Hilbert space HΓ0 is simply L2pAnpΓ0q, τq, the GNS Hilbert
space associated to the unique trace τ on AnpΓ0q. The family tAnpΓ0quΓ0P S
is a directed family of II1 factors. Let A8n be the type II1 factor obtained as
the inductive limit of the above directed family of II1 factors. We also denote
by τ the unique trace on A8n .
Then the spaceHp isL2pA8n , τq andAd πn
p is the extension ofAd πnpgq.
In Theorem 10 (Theorem 3.2 in [37]) we prove that the K-spherical matrix
coefficients for Ad πn
p
are explicitly computed from a C˚-representation de-
termined by the K-spherical matrix coefficients for πpn. This representation is
in fact the main algebraic tool in [36].
Let again π0 be a representation of G as in Definition 1. In all construc-
tions above, the main building block for the representations π0p is a com-
pletely positive map Φ (see Theorem 37) supported on C˚pGq with values in
BpLq, and extending to C˚pGq. The map Φ encodes the sums from formula
(26). We extend Φ to C˚pGq, by defining, for the characteristic function of a
closed subset C of G,
ΦpχCq “
ÿ
θPC
PLπpθqPL.
Then Φ is a completely positive map on C˚pGq with values in BpLq,
and Φ is ˚-preserving, multiplicative representation of the operator system
(Definition 14)
OpK,Gq “
“
CpχσK |σ P Gq
‰
¨
“
CpχσK |σ P Gq
‰˚
Ď C˚pGq.
The ˚-preserving, multiplicative property means that for any two K-cosets
Kσ1, Kσ2 in G, we have
ΦpχKσ1q
˚ΦpχKσ2q “ Φpχσ1KqΦpχKσ2q “ Φpχσ1Kσ2q.
We prove in Lemma 40 that the representation π0p is entirely recon-
structible from the completely positive map Φ.
Then Φ is an ”operator valued eigenvector” for the Hecke algebra. In-
deed, by the multiplicativity property, denoting the convolution operation on
functions on G by ¨ , we obtain that:
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(27) ΦpχKσ1KqΦpχKσ2q “ ΦpχKσ1K ¨χKσ2q, σ1, σ2 P G.
3. AXIOMS FOR CONSTRUCTING THE HILBERT SPACES
OF Γ-INVARIANT VECTORS
Let Γ Ď G be an almost normal subgroup as in the introduction, satisfy-
ing the assumption rΓ : Γσs “ rΓ : Γσ´1s for all σ in G. Let π be a (projective)
unitary representation of G into the unitary group UpHq of a Hilbert space H ,
with the properties (i) and (ii) from Definition 1. In particular, we have that
dimtπpΓqu2H is an integer or 8. As observed in the previous section , this
implies the existence of a Γ-wandering, generating subspace L for π|Γ (Defi-
nition 13). We recall that this means that L is orthogonal to πpγqL for γ P Γ,
γ ‰ e, and that H “
Ž
γPΓ
πpγqL.
We construct, the Hilbert spaces HΓ0 of Γ0-invariant vectors, Γ0 P S.
Such spaces HΓ0 will be isometrically isomorphic to l2pΓ0zΓqbL for Γ0 P S.
The main problem that we first consider in this section is to construct the
representation of G on the reunion of spaces of Γ0-invariant vectors.
The particular examples presented in the previous section suggest that
one possibility to address this problem is to find an embedding of the Hilbert
space H into a larger vector space V , such that the representation π extends
to a representation πV of G into the group of linear isomorphisms of V , and
such that πV invariates the subspace H of V . We explain the construction first
in this case, then perform the construction based on properties (i) and (ii) as
in Definition 1.
We will work with subgroups Γ0 that are conjugated in G to subgroups
in S. We denote this enlarged class of subgroups of G by rS .
For Γ0 P rS , we consider the spaces VΓ0 of πVpΓ0q-invariant vectors in
V . Then πV has an obvious extension to
(28) V8 “
ł
Γ0P rS
VΓ0 “
ł
Γ0PS
VΓ0 .
The remaining problem is to identify a πVpGq-invariant subspace of V8, that
is endowed with a πVpGq-invariant prehilbertian scalar product. Using this
scalar product we define the Hilbert spaces HΓ0 Ď VΓ0 , Γ0 P rS . Then πV
induces a unitary representation of G on
Ž
Γ0P rS
HΓ0 .
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The construction in this section is certainly similar to other construc-
tions in the literature (see e.g [6], [21]). However, in Theorem 22 we employ
this construction to introduce specific ˚-representations of the Hecke algebra,
involving expressions as in formula (26). These are generalized in the next
section to the case when dimπpΓqH is not an integer and hence there exist no
Γ-wandering, generating subspace.
In the following definition, we introduce a general formalism that is used
to construct the representation πp, starting with an extension of the given
representation π to a larger vector space that contains vectors invariant to
the action of the subgroups in S. In practice, as will be done later in this
section, we construct directly the Hilbert spaces corresponding to ”virtual”
Γ0-invariant vectors, Γ0 P S.
Definition 14. [Formalism of Γ-invariant vectors.] Let Γ Ď G be as
in the introduction, and consider a (eventually projective) representation π
of G into the unitary group of a Hilbert space H . We make the following
assumptions:
(i) There exists a larger vector space V , containing H , and a representation
πV of G into the linear isomorphisms of V , such that πVpgq invariates H and
πVpgq|H “ πpgq for all g P G. For Γ0 in rS , denote by VΓ0 the subspace of V
consisting of vectors fixed by the action of Γ0. Consider the vector space V8
introduced in formula (28).
(ii) There exists a dense πpGq-invariant subspace DV Ď H , and there exists a
complex valued bilinear form x¨, ¨y8 on
V8 ˆ pV8 _DVq
with the following properties:
1) The restriction of x¨, ¨y8 to V8ˆV8 is a positive definite, prehilbertian
scalar product.
2) For every Γ0 P rS, v P VΓ0 , the linear map on DV , defined by the
restriction of the linear form xv, ¨y8 to DV , is Γ0-invariant.
3) x¨, ¨y8 is πVpGq-invariant:
xπVpgqv1, πVpgqv2y8 “ xv1, v2y8, g P G, v1 P V8, v2 P V8 _DV .
If the above assumptions hold true, we let HΓ0 be the Hilbert space
completion of VΓ0 with respect to the scalar product x¨, ¨y8, and let H
p be the
Hilbert space completion of V8 with respect to the above scalar product.
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The following lemma is an obvious consequence of the assumptions in
the definition.
Lemma 15. We assume the context of Definition 14. Then the restriction
of πV to V8 extends to a unitary represention πp of G into the unitary group of
H
p
. Moreover, πp maps isometrically HΓ0 onto HσΓ0σ´1 for Γ0 P S, σ P G.
If Γ1 Ď Γ0, Γ1,Γ0 P rS, then the inclusion HΓ0 into HΓ1 is isometrical
by construction. The orthogonal projection from HΓ1 onto HΓ0 is obtained
by averaging over the cosets of Γ0 in Γ1.
If the original representation π is projective (see e.g [5] and the refer-
ences therein) with cocycle ε P H2pG,Tq, then assuming that the extension
πV has the same cocycle, the above construction still works.
In the sequel we will work with simultaneous representations of the
group G and with its Schlichting completion G ([48]). Consequently we in-
troduce an universal C˚-algebra containing both C˚pGq and C˚pGq as C˚-
subalgebras.
Definition 16. With G,G as above, let ApG,Gq be the quotient of the
universal crossed product C˚-algebra C˚pG¸C˚pGqq, where G acts by con-
jugation on C˚pGq by the norm closed ideal generated by the relations of the
form
gχK0 “ χgK0, g P G, K0 “ Γ0, Γ0 P S.
Here, by χgK0 we denote the characteristic function of the coset
gK0 “ gΓ0,
where the closure operation is in G.
Then ApG,Gq is the norm closure of the span:
SptgχK0|g P G, K0 “ Γ0, Γ0 P Su.
Assume we are given a cocycle ε P H2pG,Tq, that also extends to
H2pG,Tq. Then, working with crossed products with cocycle, we obtain a
similar C˚-algebra, that we denote with AεpG,Gq.
Using the previous two definitions, we prove that the representation πp
simultaneously extends to G and G.
Proposition 17. Given a representation π as in Definition 14, the cor-
responding representation πp from the above definition extends to a represen-
tation, also denoted by πp, of the C˚- algebra AεpG,Gq into BpHpq.
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Proof. Let Γ0 be a subgroup of G belonging to the class rS . Let K0 “ Γ0,
where the closure is taken in the topology of G. Let PHΓ0 be the orthogonal
projection from Hp onto the Hilbert space HΓ0 . The extended representa-
tion πp is constructed by mapping 1
µpK0q
χK0 . The normalization is necessary,
since in C˚pGq the convolutor with a subgroup K0 of K is a non-trivial scalar
multiple of a projection, as pχK0q2 “ µpK0qχK0 . The elements in G are rep-
resented as unitary operators on Hp, through the representation πp introduced
in Definition 14. With this choice, all the relations defining the universal C˚-
algebra AεpG,Gq are obviously verified. 
Given a representation π of G, such that π|Γ admits a Γ-generating, wan-
dering subspace, we construct a representation as in the Definition 14. We
will construct directly the Hilbert spaces of HΓ0-invariant vectors, without
constructing the space V from Definition 14.
Lemma 18. Let π be a unitary representation of G with the properties
introduced (i) and (ii) from Definition 1. In particular π|Γ is an integer multi-
ple of the left regular representation λΓ. We use the notations from the above
mentioned definition.
Then
(i) For all Γ0 P S, g P G, the sum over the coset Γ0g:
(29)
ÿ
θPΓ0g
PLπpθqPL
is so-convergent in BpLq.
(ii) The subspace
(30) DL,π “ th P H |
ÿ
γPΓ0
PLπpγqh is so-convergent for all Γ0 P Su,
is a dense πpGq-invariant subspace of H, containing L.
Proof. To prove part (i), we note that it is sufficient to prove the statement for
Γ0 “ Γ, as π|Γ0 remains an integer multiple of the left regular representation
λΓ0 of the group Γ0. If we sum over the double coset ΓσΓ, we get exactly
the Hecke operator associated with the double coset, acting on the space L,
which is unitarily equivalent to the space of Γ-invariant vectors.
In the case where the representation π is as in Example 28, the sum in
formula (29) coincides with the representation in the Koopman unitary rep-
resentation of the piecewise bijective transformation 9ŇΓg introduced in ([41],
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Lemma 4(i)). The sum is so-convergent since we are adding partial isometries
corresponding to transformations with disjoint domains. The operator asso-
ciated to the piecewise bijective transformation 9ŇΓg is consequently ([41]) a
finite sum (of cardinality rΓ : Γgs) of partial isometries with orthogonal initial
spaces. The argument transfers ad litteram to our case because of assumption
(ii) in Definition 1. The key feature that is making this argument work is the
fact that πpσqL is a σΓσ´1 wandering subspace.
For part (ii), we note that to prove the density assumption it suffices to
assume that Γ-equivariantly H “ ℓ2pΓq. In this case the domain DV is simply
ℓ1pΓq X ℓ2pΓq. The πpGq-invariance of H is now a consequence of part (i).

Definition 19. We use the notations and definitions introduced above.
Let Γ0 be a subgroup S. Assume that Γ is decomposed in cosets over Γ0 as
Γ “ YΓ0rj , where rj are coset representatives for Γ0. Let LΓ0 be the subspace
of H obtained as a sum of the following orthogonal subspaces of H:
(31) LΓ0 “
ÿ
πprjqL.
Denote the orthogonal projection from H onto LΓ0 by PLΓ0 .
We define the Hilbert space HΓ0 “ VΓ0 as the space of formal sums
(32) t
ÿ
γ0PΓ0
πpγ0qh|h P DL,πu.
subject to the identification:
(33)
ÿ
γ0PΓ0
πpγ0qh “
ÿ
γ0PΓ0
πpγ0ql0,
if h P DL,π and l0 is the vector in LΓ0 given by the formula
(34) l0 “
ÿ
γ0PΓ0
PLΓ0 pπpγ0qhq.
The infinite sum in formula (34) is convergent since h belongs to DL,π.
The condition in formula (33) corresponds to the fact that the sum over
Γ0 is invariant under changing the summation variable from γ into γγ0, for
a fixed γ0 in Γ0. This condition should necessarily hold true if the vector
h is a sum of translates, by elements in Γ0, of vectors in LΓ0 . Using the
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above construction, we can introduce the unitary representation of G acting
on vectors invariant to subgroups in S.
Proposition 20. The positive definite prehilbertian scalar product x¨, ¨y8
on V8 “
Ž
Γ0PS
HΓ0 is defined for Γ0 P S, l1 P DΓ,π, l2 P LΓ0 , by the formula
(35) x
ÿ
γ0PΓ0
πpγ0ql1,
ÿ
γ10PΓ0
πpγ10ql2y8 “
1
rΓ : Γ0s
x
ÿ
γ0PΓ0
πpγ0ql1, l2y.
O the right hand side of the above equality we use the scalar product on H .
Clearly VΓ0 embeds isometrically into VΓ1 for Γ1 Ď Γ0. Let Hp be the Hilbert
space completion of V8 with respect to the scalar product x¨, ¨y8.
Then, the unitary representation π determines a unitary representation
πp into the unitary group of Hp, having the properties from Lemma 15 .
Before proving the proposition, we note that formula (35), which is
equivalent to formula (36) below, is a generalization of the Petersson scalar
product formula [34].
Indeed, with the notations from the introduction, consider the case of
two automorphic forms of weight n P N, which are hence Γ-invariant vectors,
as above, for the representation πn. To obtain the scalar product of the two
automorphic forms one multiplies one of them with the characteristic function
χF of a fundamental domain, and then uses the usual scalar product from
L2pH, νnq, which extends the scalar product on Hn. This is exactly what is
performed in the next formula, by replacing the operator MχF (from formula
(26)) with the projection PL, which has similar properties to MχF .
One can establish an equivalent expression of formula (35), analogous
to the Petersson scalar product formula. For h1, h2 P DL,π, we let
li “
ÿ
γPΓ
PLπpγqhi, i “ 1, 2.
Using the identification in formula (33), we obtain that formula (35) is equiv-
alent to:
(36) x
ÿ
γPΓ
πpγqh1,
ÿ
γ1PΓ
πpγ1qh2y8 “ xPL
`ÿ
γPΓ
πpγq
˘
h1,
ÿ
γ1PΓ
πpγ1qh2y.
This is further equal to
xPL
`ÿ
γPΓ
πpγq
˘
h1, PL
` ÿ
γ1PΓ
πpγ1qh2
˘
y “ xl1, l2y.
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For more general subgroups Γ0 P S, formula (36) of the scalar product is
similar, with the difference that instead of PL, one uses the projection PLΓ0
onto a Γ0-wandering, generating subspace π .
Proof of Proposition 20. Let Γ0,Γ1 be two subgroups S such that Γ1 Ď Γ0.
We split first Γ0 into cosets over Γ1. Using the coset representation, we split
the sum in formula (32) for the vectors in VΓ0 into rΓ0 : Γ1s vectors, which
all belong to VΓ1 . Then VΓ0 is embedded into VΓ1 . Indeed, if Γ0 “
Ť
rjΓ1,
the embedding is realized as follows: if
(37) η “
ÿ
γ0PΓ0
πpγ0ql0, l0 P L
Γ0
is a generic vector in VΓ0 , then we identify the vector η with the following
element of the vector space VΓ1 :
η1 “
ÿ
j
ÿ
γ1PΓ1
πpγ1ql0 “
ÿ
γ1PΓ1
πpγ1q
“ÿ
j
πprjql0
‰
P VΓ1 .
The embedding VΓ0 Ď VΓ1 is isometric. Indeed, for l0 in LΓ0 as above,
the square of the norm of the vector η P HΓ0 introduced in formula (37), is
determined according to formula (35). This is equal to
1
rΓ : Γ0s
xl0, l0y,
where the scalar product is computed in H .
On the other hand, according to the same formula, the norm of the vector
η1 in VΓ1 is
1
rΓ : Γ1s
x
“ÿ
j
πprjql0
‰
,
“ÿ
k
πprkql0
‰
y.
The set trju has cardinality rΓ0 : Γ1s. Moreover the vectors πprjql0 are pair-
wise orthogonal. Hence the square of the norm of the vector η1 is
1
rΓ : Γ1s
rΓ0 : Γ1sxl0, l0y “ rΓ : Γ1sxl0, l0y.
Hence the embedding VΓ0 into VΓ1 is isometric.
The representation πV is defined as follows. Let g P G, Γ0 P S, l P L,
and consider the vector
η “
ÿ
γ0PΓ0
πpγ0ql P V
Γ0 .
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Then we split the coset gΓ0 as a disjoint union
gΓ0 “
ď
j
Γ
j
0yj
of cosets of smaller subgroups Γj0 in S, such that
gΓ
j
0g
´1 “ Γj1 Ď Γ, Γ
j
1 P S.
This is always possible, by considering cosets of Γ0 over subgroups of Γ0 X
Γg´1 . Then we define
(38) πVpgqη “
ÿ
j
ÿ
γjPΓ
j
1
πpγjqpπpgyjqlq.
By the assumptions on the domain in formula (30), it follows that πVpgqη
belongs to V8. This is because πVpgq maps VΓ
j
0
XΓ
g´1 onto VΓ
j
1XΓg
. Since for
all g P G the indices of the subgroups Γg´1 and Γg are equal, the definition of
the scalar product proves that πV maps isometrically VΓ0 into V8. Obviously,
if g P G and Γ0 P S, then VgΓ0g
´1 is contained in VgΓ0g´1XΓ0 . But gΓ0g´1XΓ0
is a subgroup in S, and hence we have the alternative formula V8 “
Ž
Γ0P rS
HΓ0 .
Consequently, we obtain a unitary representation πp into the unitary
group of the Hilbert space Hp, as in Definition 14.

Recall that for Γ0 in S and σ P G, we denote
pΓ0qσ “ σΓ0σ
´1 X Γ0.
The index rΓ0 : pΓ0qσs will intervene in the following computations.
For Γ0 as above, let K0 “ Γ0 be the closure of Γ0 in the profinite com-
pletionK of Γ. In the next statement, we find an explicit matrix representation
of the image through the representation πp of the convolution operator with
the characteristic function of the double coset K0σK0. This is obviously the
Hecke operator associated to the double coset Γ0σΓ0, on Γ0-invariant vectors,
normalized by a constant. We obtain first the precise normalization constants
required for the Hecke operators. The normalization factor that we obtain is
the index of the subgroup pΓ0qσ in Γ0. It is necessary, because in the C˚-
algebra C˚pG,Gq, if K0 is a subgroup of K, then the convolution operator
with χK0σK0 is a scalar multiple, by the factor rK0 : pK0qσs, of the ordered
product of the convolution operators by χK0 , σ and χK0 .
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Lemma 21. We refer to the notations introduced above. For every σ P G
and every subgroup K0 as above, we have:
(39) πp`χK0σK0˘ “ πp`χK0σK0˘ “ rΓ : pΓ0qσs`πppχK0qπppσqπppχK0q˘.
Proof. We work in the universal algebra A “ C˚pG,Gq. For σ P G denote
the convolution by σ by Lσ. Denote the convolution operator by a continuous
function f on G by Lpfq. Clearly, for every measurable subset A of G we
have
LpχAqLσ “ LpχAσq, LσLpχAq “ LpχσAq, σ P G.
Then, obviously,
(40) Lpfq “
ż
G
fpgqLgdg.
(41) pLpχK0qq2 “ νpK0qLpχK0q.
In particular, νpK0q´1LpχK0q is a projection.
The same argument gives that if K0, K1 are subgroups, as above, and
K1 is a subgroup of K0, then
(42) LpχK1qLpχK0q “ LpχK0qLpχK1q “ νpK1qLpχK0q.
We decompose K0 as a reunion right cosets for the subgroup pK0qσ “ K0 X
σK0σ
´1, with coset representatives si P K0, i “ 1, 2, ..., rK0 : pK0qσs. These
are the same as the coset representatives for pΓ0qσ in Γ0. Using formula (42)
we obtain
LpχK0qLσLpχK0q “
ÿ
i
LpsiχpK0qσqLσLpχK0q
“
ÿ
i
LpsiσqLpχpK0qσ´1 qLpχK0q “ νppK0qσ´1q
ÿ
i
LpsiσqLpχK0q
“ νppK0qσ´1qLpχK0σK0q.

As we previously noted, the Hilbert spaces HΓ0 , Γ0 P S are isometri-
cally isomorphic to l2pΓ0zΓq b L, where the scalar product on l2pΓ0zΓq is
chosen so that the embeddings l2pΓ0zΓq Ď l2pΓ1zΓ0q are isometric for all
Γ0 Ď Γ1. It turns out that the entries of the matrices representing Hecke oper-
ators are sums as in formula (29). The previous lemma indicates clearly that,
after normalization, the formula of the classical Hecke operator correspond-
ing to the sum over cosets is rΓ : ΓσsPHΓ0πppσqPHΓ0 , σ P G, Γ0 P S
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Theorem 22. We use the notations and definitions previously introduced
in this section. Fix a subgroup Γ0 in S. We choose a family psiq of right
coset representatives for Γ0 Ď Γ. Consider, as in formula (31), the following
Hilbert space:
(43) LΓ0 “
rΓ:Γ0s
‘
i“1
πpsiqL.
The Hilbert space norm on LΓ0 is normalized so that the embedding of L into
LΓ0 , defined by the correspondence
(44) l P LÑ rΓ:Γ0s‘
i“1
πpsiql P L
Γ0 “
rΓ:Γ0s
‘
i“1
πpsiqL,
is isometric. The space LΓ0 is obviously identified with a subspace of H .
In this case the space LΓ0 is endowed with a non-normalized scalar product
inherited from H . Let PLΓ0 be the orthogonal projection from H onto LΓ0 .
Then, for σ P G, the Hecke operator rΓ : ΓσsPHΓ0πppσqPHΓ0 is unitarily
equivalent to the bounded operator
(45) ApΓ0σΓ0q “
ÿ
θPΓ0σΓ0
PLΓ0πpθqPLΓ0 .
Proof. Given Γ0 P S, and a choice for the coset representatives
Γ “
ď
Γ0si,
we construct a unitary operator W Γ0 from LΓ0 “ ‘πpsiqL into HΓ0 as fol-
lows. We define, for vectors li P L, the following isometry:
W Γ0p‘πpsiqliq “
ÿ
i
ÿ
γPΓ0
πpγ0qπpsiqli.
We prove that, for σ P G, the following diagram,
HΓ0
WΓ0
ÐÝ ‘πpsiqL
rΓ0 : pΓ0qσsPHΓ0π
ppσqPHΓ0 Ó Ó
ř
θPΓ0σΓ0
PLΓ0πpθqPLΓ0
HΓ0
WΓ0
ÐÝ ‘πpsiqL
is commutative. To do this we use the formula of the unitary operators πppθq,
θ P G, defined in the proof of Proposition 20.
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It is sufficient to verify the above commutativity of the diagram in the
case Γ “ Γ0; the cases corresponding to other subgroups Γ0 P S are a conse-
quence. Consider a vector l P L. We have that
W Γl “
ÿ
γPΓ
πpγql P VΓ.
If the decomposition of Γ into right cosets over Γσ´1 is Γ “
Ť
Γσ´1rj ,
then W Γl is further equal toÿ
j
ÿ
γPΓ
σ´1
πpγqπprjql.
Then applying πppσq, we obtainÿ
j
ÿ
γ1PΓσ
πpγ1qπpσrjql.
Projecting on HΓ, this gives
1
rΓ : Γσs
ÿ
j
ÿ
γPΓ
πpγqπpσrjql,
and this is equal to
1
rΓ : Γσs
ÿ
θPΓσΓ
πpθql.
On the other hand the sumÿ
θPΓσΓ
PLπpθqPL
applied to the vector l, givesÿ
θPΓσΓ
PLπpθql “
ÿ
j
ÿ
γPΓ
PLπpγqπpσrjql.
We apply the isometry W Γ to this vector. We use the identifications
assumed in the structure of the space HΓ (see formula (33) in the statement
of Definition 19). Then the above sum corresponds to the vectorÿ
rj
ÿ
γPΓ
πpγσrjql “
ÿ
θPΓσΓ
πpθql.

We describe below the straightforward inclusions between spaces of vec-
tors invariant to subgroups in S.
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Lemma 23. Consider the family of Hilbert spaces l2pΓ0zΓq, Γ0 P S.
On this family of Hilbert spaces, the scalar product is normalized so that the
embeddings l2pΓ0zΓq Ď l2pΓ1zΓq are isometric for all Γ0 Ď Γ1. Then
(i) The Hilbert spaces HΓ0 are isometrically isomorphic to l2pΓ0zΓq b L, for
all Γ0 P S, with the inclusion
HΓ0 Ď HΓ1
obtained for Γ1 Ď Γ0 by tensoring with L, the isometric inclusion
l2pΓ0zΓq Ď l
2pΓ1zΓq.
(ii) Let π be a representation with properties (i), (ii) in Definition 1. Then, the
Hilbert space Hp is Γ-equivariantly isometrical isomorphic to L2pK,µqbL.
Hence πp|K is a multiple of the left regular representation.
Using the above identification, we construct a block matrix representa-
tion for the Hecke operators.
Corollary 24. We use the notations introduced in Lemma 23. Denote
the canonical matrix unit of Bpl2pΓ0zΓqq by
peΓ0si,Γ0sjqi,j“1,2,...,rΓ:Γ0s.
We use the isomorphism defined above
BpHΓ0q – Bpl2pΓ0zΓqq bBpLq.
Then, the Hecke operator rΓ0 : pΓ0qσsPHΓ0πppσqPHΓ0 is represented as
(46)
ÿ
i,j
ÿ
θPs´1i Γ0σΓ0sj
PLπpθqPL b eΓ0si,Γ0sj .
Proof. The statement is a consequence of the fact that the projection onto
LΓ0 “ ‘πpsiqL is
ř
πpsiqPLπpsiq
˚
, where si are the coset representatives
introduced at the beginning of the proof. We use the coset representatives to
construct a unitary operator, mapping LΓ0 onto ℓ2pΓ0q b L. This will map
‘πpsiqli onto ‘rΓ0sisb li, for all li P L. Conjugating the operator in formula
(45) by this unitary, we obtain the formula (46) in the statement.
No further renormalization in formula (47) is needed, as it can be di-
rectly checked by letting σ be the identity element in G. Then, for Γ0 P S, the
left hand side of the equation is dim HΓ0 . Since L is a Γ-wandering subspace
of H , the right hand side counts how many times the identity element belongs
to s´1i Γ0si and multiplies the result by the dimension of the space L.

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Remark 25. In particular, if L is of finite dimension, then we have the
following formula for the traces of the Hecke operators:
(47) TrprΓ0 : pΓ0qσs
“
PHΓ0πpσqPHΓ0
‰
q “
ÿ
i
ÿ
θPs´1i Γ0σΓ0si
TrpPLπpθqPLq.
We note that the correspondence π Ñ πp also preserves the dimension
function dimtπpΓqu2 H . This is explained in the following result:
Lemma 26. Let π be a unitary representation as above. Then
(i) The unitary representation πp extends to a C˚-algebra representation of
the full amalgamated free product C˚-algebra C˚pGq ˚C˚pKq BpL2pKqq into
BpH
p
q.
(ii) The unitary representation πp of G has the property that πp0|K is a finite
multiple of the left regular representation of K on L2pK,µq.
Proof. To prove (i), we have to construct the representation of BpL2pKqq
into BpHpq Since BpL2pKqq is generated by the algebra of convolutors with
continuous functions on K and by the functions in CpKq, viewed as multipli-
cation operators, it is sufficient to describe the representation of the second al-
gebra into BpL2pKqq, that is compatible with the previous one. By translation
invariance, it is sufficient to consider the following case: Let K0 be the clo-
sure, in the profinite topology, of a subgroup Γ0 P S. Then χK0 , viewed as an
element of the latter algebra, will act on a vector of the form
ř
γ0PΓ1
πpγ0ql, Γ1 P
S, l P L, by mapping it into
ř
γ0PΓ0XΓ1
πpγ0ql. It is easy to check that this defines
a C˚-algebra representation of the C˚-algebra C˚pGq ˚C˚pKq BpL2pKqq.
To prove (ii), we note that by restricting πp to K, the operators W Γ0 ,
Γ0 P S become intertwiners between π|K and the representation λK b IdL
acting on L2pKq b L.

4. EXAMPLES OF REPRESENTATIONS AND ASSOCIATED SPACES OF
Γ-INVARIANT VECTORS
In this section we discuss concrete examples which verify the axioms
introduced in Definition 14, and the construction in Proposition 20 may be
applied. We will freely use in this section the notations from the above men-
tioned definition, and the successive statements.
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The following example plays, for unitary representations on spaces of
Γ-invariant vectors, the role that the left regular representation of a discrete
group plays in the space of representations of a discrete group. It would be
tempting to address this representation with the terminology ”regular repre-
sentation”.
Example 27. Let π “ λG be the left regular representation of G acting
on H “ l2pGq. In this case, the vector space V is the linear space of functions
on G. For Γ0 P S, VΓ0 is the space of left Γ0 invariant functions on G, that
is functions on Γ0zG. Then the Hilbert space HΓ0 is l2pΓ0zGq. The scalar
product is defined so that, if Γ1 Ď Γ0, Γ0,Γ1 P S, the inclusions
l2pΓ0zGq Ď l
2pΓ1zGq,
are isometric.
Clearly V8 is in this case the Hilbert space completion of the spaceł
Γ0PS
l2pΓ0zGq.
This is L2pG, µq. Then, the representation πp is the left regular representation
λG acting on on L2pG, µq.
Note that here we implicitly use an identification on the vector spaces
having as a basis the set of cosets. This is the following: if Γ1 Ď Γ0 and
Γ0 “
Ť
Γ1si, then, as vectors in l2pΓ0zGq Ď l2pΓ1zGq, we have
rΓ0gs “
ÿ
i
rΓ1sigs, g P G.
In particular, all quasi-regular representations λG{Γ0 ofG onto spaces of cosets
are subrepresentations of λG|G. Indeed, by using the equality in the above
formula, we obtain that for all Γ1 P S,
l2pG{Γ1q Ď
ł
Γ0PS
l2pΓ0zGq.
The quasi-regular representations occur with infinite multiplicity in the left
regular representation λG|G, as they commute with the right action of G.
A standard choice of a Γ-wandering, generating subspace of l2pGq, will
consists into a choice C Ď G of right coset representatives of Γ in G (thus
G would be the disjoint union Ť
σPC
Γσ). Since PHΓ0 is the projection onto
l2pΓ0zGq, we obtain, using the above construction, the standard representation
of the Hecke operators and Hecke algebras ([7], [4], [21], [51], [30]).
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We describe a second standard example of the construction in Proposi-
tion 20 corresponding to the case dimtπpΓqu2H “ 8.
Example 28. Assume that pX , νq is an infinite measure space such that
G acts by measure preserving transformations. We assume that the restriction
of the action of G to Γadmits a fundamental domain F in X , with measure
νpF q “ 1. For every Γ0 in S, fix a system of representatives of cosets
Γ “
ď
Γ0si.
Let
FΓ0 “
ď
siF.
Then FΓ0 is a fundamental domain for Γ0. We renormalize the measure ν on
FΓ0 , and consider
νΓ0 “
1
rΓ : Γ0s
ν.
The choice of representatives induces a projection πΓ0 : FΓ0 Ñ F , which
simply maps sif into f , for f in F . Taking the adjoint we obtain an isometric
inclusion
L2pF, νq Ď L2pFΓ0 , νΓ0q.
The unitary representation of G on L2pX , νq is simply the Koopman
representation
πKooppgqfpxq “ fpg
´1xq, x P X , g P G, f P L2pX , νq.
We use the formalism in Definition 14, and let V be the linear space of
measurable functions on X . The subspace VΓ0 clearly consists of functions in
V that are Γ0- equivariant. Then HΓ0 is canonically identified to the Hilbert
space L2pFΓ0 , νΓ0q. This space is also identified with a subspace of the Γ0-
invariant functions on X .
It is clear that in this case the Hilbert space Hp is isometrically isomor-
phic to
L2pK,µq b L2pF, νq “ L2pK ˆ F, µˆ νq.
The representation πp|K is simply IdL2pF q b λK , where λK is the left regular
representation of K on L2pK,µq.
The above construction also proves that the representation πKoopp|G is a
Koopman unitary representation itself. It is easily recovered from the initial
representation π. Indeed, taking the counting measure ε on Γ, one has an
isomorphism of measure spaces
pX , νq – pΓ, εq ˆ pF, νq.
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The action of G on X , in the above identification is described in terms of a
cocycle on G ˆ F with values in Γ, where Γ acts by left multiplication on
the factor Γ in the product Γ ˆ F . When replacing the factor Γ in the above
product, by the factorK in the productKˆF , we obtain a measure preserving
action of G on the measure space pK ˆ F, µ ˆ νq, having the same cocycle
as the action of G on Γ ˆ F . Then, the unitary represention πKoopp|G is in
fact the unitary Koopmann representation corresponding to the action of G on
pK ˆ F, µˆ νq
In the above construction, the projection PL is the multiplication opera-
tor by the characteristic function of χF . The convergence condition requiring
that ÿ
θPΓσΓ
PLπKooppθqPL,
be so-convergent is obvious in this case, since the above sum is the Hecke
operator (see e.g. [41]).
We also briefly describe below how the framework from Proposition 20
may be used for spaces of automorphic forms. This will be also analyzed in
detail in the next section, in a more general setting.
Example 29. Consider the measures νn “ pImzqn´2dz¯dz on H. Let
πn, n ą 1, n P N be the discrete series ([29]) of (projective) unitary repre-
sentations of PSLp2,Rq. This representations act on the Hilbert space Hn “
H2pH, νnq. Their formula is similar to the Koopmann unitary representation,
except for a modularity factor (see e. g. [29]). We also consider the larger
Hilbert space uHn “ L2pH, νnq, n ě 1.
We let G “ PGLp2,Zr1
p
sq, where p is a prime, and let Γ “ PSLp2,Zq.
If πn is a projective unitary representation, i.e. if n is odd, then we are also
given a two cocycle (expressing the projectivity of πn). This cocycle is in
this case Z2-valued, and hence it extends to a 2-cocycle on the Schlichtling
completion. In this case this completion is PGLp2,Qpq, where Qp is the
p-adic field.
By the results in [19], Section 3.3, it follows that πn|Γ is a (not necessar-
ily integer) multiple of the left regular representation λΓ. Indeed,
dimtπnpΓqu2Hn “
n ´ 1
12
.
Consequently, if n´1
12
is not an integer, then there is no Hilbert space L such
that Hn – l2pΓq bL as Γ-modules. Moreover, even if n´112 is an integer, there
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is no canonical choice of L, which would allow to proceed as in Proposition
20.
To overcome this problem we use a Γ-wandering, generating subspace
of a representation uπn that contains πn as a subrepresentation. We let uπn be
the unitary representation of PSLp2,Rq, given by the same algebraic formula
on functions on H, as the algebraic formula that determines the representation
πn. The same computation that shows that πn is a unitary representation also
plainly proves that uπn is a unitary representation.
It is well known (e.g. [23], [34]) that the associated Hilbert space HΓn
is the finite dimensional Hilbert space consisting of automorphic forms, of
weight n, for the group Γ “ PSLp2,Zq. To apply the formalism in Definition
14, we let V be the space of analytic functions in H. In the next section we
will use this framework to compute traces of Hecke operators.
Then, to describe the scalar product on HΓn , one uses the Hilbert space
scalar product from the previous example for the unitary representation uπn.
If F is a fundamental domain for the action of Γ on H, then we let PL be
the multiplication operator MχF with the characteristic function χF , acting
on L2pH, νnq. The scalar product is explicitly constructed in formula (50)
in the next section. In the particular case treated in this example, the above
mentioned formula for the scalar product turns out to be the canonical Peters-
son ([34]) scalar product. The procedure described above will be later used
to obtain an explicit description of the Hecke operators and to compute their
traces.
We give one more example of when the framework in Theorem 20 ap-
plies for the construction of Γ-invariant vectors. This example corresponds to
representations of the form π b πop, where πop is the complex conjugate.
Example 30. Let Γ Ď G, π, π0, P0, PL be as in Definition 1. Consider
the diagonal unitary representation rπ “ π0 b πop0 of G. In this example we
assume, for the simplicity of the presentation, that all the subgroups in S
have infinite, non-trivial conjugacy classes (briefly i.c.c). This corresponds to
the fact that all the associated von Neumann algebras have unique traces (are
factors, i. e. have no center).
Note that even if π0 is projective, the representation π0 b πop0 is unitary,
with no cocycle. Moreover, since in this case the Murray-von Neumann di-
mension is infinite, it follows that the unitary representation π0 b πop0 verifies
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the conditions from Theorem 20. Since we reserved the notationH0
p for other
purposes, we use here the notation Hop0 for the conjugate Hilbert space of H0.
Then the representation π0 b πop0 is unitarily equivalent to the represen-
tation Ad π0, defined on G, with values into the unitary group of the Hilbert
space
H0 bH
op
0 – C2pH0q Ď BpH0q.
Here C2pH0q is the ideal consisting of the Hilbert-Schmidt operators acting on
H0 ([Ta]). The formula for the representation Ad π0 is
Ad π0pgqpXq “ π0pgqXπ0pgq
´1, X P C2pH0q, g P G.
It obviously extends to a (non unitary) representation of G into the (inner)
automorphisms of BpH0q
In the setting of Definition 14, we let the space V be BpH0q. Then
VΓ “ tπ0pΓqu
1 “ tX | rX, πpγqs “ 0 for all γ P Γu Ď BpH0q.
More generally, for Γ0 P S we have that
VΓ0 “ tπpΓ0qu
1 Ď BpH0q.
Since we assumed that all the groups Γ0 in S are i.c.c. groups, it follows that
the algebras tπ0pΓ0qu1, Γ0 P S, are type II1 factors, and consequently each of
them is endowed with a unique normalized trace τΓ0 .
We let A8 be the type II1 factor obtained as the inductive, trace preserv-
ing, directed limit of the factors tπ0pΓ0qu1, Γ0 P S. Then A8 has a unique
trace τ defined by the requirement that
τ |tπ0pΓ0qu1 “ τΓ0 , Γ0 P S.
For σ P G, Γ0 P S, Ad π0pσq maps
tπ0pΓ0 X Γσ´1qu
1
into
tπ0pσΓ0σ
´1 X Γσqu
1.
It follows that Ad π0pσq also maps A8 onto A8. Thus Ad π0pσq, σ P G,
extends to an element in the automorphism group AutpA8q of the factor A8.
To obtain the Hilbert space of Γ0-invariant vectors, we use the standard
L2-spaces associated to the corresponding II1 factors (for notations see e.g.
[50]). Thus
pH0 bH
op
0 q
Γ0 “ L2ptπpΓ0qu
1, τΓ0q
and
pH0 bH
op
0 q
p
“ L2pA8, τq.
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In particular, if dimtπpΓqu2H0 “ 1, then
pH0 bH
op
0 q
Γ – L2pLpΓq, τq – ℓ2pΓq.
The unitary representation Ad πpσq, σ P G, induces consequently the
unitary representation
Ad π
op
“ π0 b π
op
0
corresponding to π0 b πop0 , as defined in Theorem 20.
Although this is not needed in this paper, we note that by Jones’s index
theory ([25]), by identifying the Jones’s projection for the inclusion
tπ0pΓ0qu
2 Ď tπ0pΓqu
2
with the characteristic function of the closure of the subgroup Γ0 in K, it
follows (see [40]) that A8 is isomorphic to the von Neumann algebra crossed
product algebra LpΓ ¸ L8pK, νqq, where Γ acts by left translations on K.
The representation Ad πp|Γ acts identically on LpΓq Ď A8, and by right
translations on K.
5. CONSTRUCTION OF THE REPRESENTATION π0p IN THE ABSENCE OF
Γ-WANDERING, GENERATING SUBSPACE
In this section we are analyzing the case of a unitary representation π0 of
G on a Hilbert space H0 such that dimtπ0pΓqu2H0 is not necessary an integer.
We assume that the above mentioned dimension is a finite, positive number.
Thus there might be no Γ-wandering, generating subspace L Ď H0, as in
Definition 13.
We assume the conditions in Definition 1. We recall that the assumptions
in the above definition require that there exists a unitary representation π of
G, on a larger Hilbert space H and having a Γ-wandering generating subspace
L. The initial representation π0 is required to be a subrepresentation of π. We
recall that, as in Definition 1, by PL, P0 we denote, respectively the orthogonal
projection from H onto L and, respectively onto H0.
The spaces of Γ0-invariant vectors are constructed, as in Proposition 20,
as spaces of formal sums, over the group Γ0 P S. The Γ0-invariant vectors are
consequently identified, as in Section 3, with Γ0-invariant, unbounded linear
forms on the Hilbert space H0.
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The use of an auxiliary representation π, that possesses a Γ-wandering,
generating subspace, and that contains the original representation π0 as a sub-
representation, is suggested by the case of automorphic forms (see the de-
scription in Example 29). Formally automorphic forms are vectors fixed by
πn|Γ acting on the Hilbert space Hn. It is impossible to find genuine vectors
with this property since square summability fails. On the other hand the alge-
braic formula defining the representation πn admits Γ-invariant, analytic func-
tions. These are the automorphic forms ([23]). To construct a Hilbert space
structure on the space of automorphic forms of a given weight one uses the
Petersson scalar product. To define the Petersson scalar product ([34]), one
uses a fundamental domain F for the action of Γ on H. The space L2pF, νnq
is a Γ-wandering generating subspace for the larger unitary representation,
containing πn as a subrepresentation, and acting on L2pH, νnq.
In the framework of this section, the unitary representation π0 is πn,
and the larger representation, having Γ-wandering, generating subspace acts
on L2pH, νnq. The projection PL is the multiplication operator on L2pH, νnq
with the characteristic function χF of the fundamental domain. Also, the
projection P0 is the (Bergman) projection onto the space of analytic functions
H2pH, νnq.
We describe below the variations from the procedure from Proposition
20 and Definition 14, needed to address the present situation. We start first
with the construction of the space of Γ0-invariant vectors.
Lemma 31. We consider the groups Γ Ď G, and consider a represen-
tation π0 of G with the properties from Definition 1. We use the notations
introduced in the above definition.
For Γ0 in S, we fix a system of right coset representatives si for Γ0 in Γ,
so that Γ “
Ť
Γ0si. Let LΓ0 be the Hilbert space introduced in formula (43)
with the norm subject to the renormalization condition defined in formula (44)
from the statement of Theorem 22. Let PLΓ0 be the orthogonal projection from
H onto LΓ0 .
Then, the formula
(48) PΓ0,L “
ÿ
γPΓ0
PLΓ0π0pγqPLΓ0 P BpL
Γ0q
defines a projection in BpLΓ0q.
Proof. The fact that PΓ0,L is a projection, and more generally, the fact that
formula (55) in the next proposition defines a representation of the Hecke
algebra of double cosets for Γ0 P S, is a straightforward consequence of the
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following identity, valid for σ1, σ2 P G, Γ0 P S:
(49)
ÿ
γPΓ0
PLΓ0π0pσ1γqPLΓ0π0pγ
´1σ2qPLΓ0 “ PLΓ0π0pσ1σ2qPLΓ0 .
The convergence in the above equation follows from the technical condition
assumed in Definition 1. Here, we are taking the pointwise operator product
of two operators series that are convergent in C2pLq. Formula (49) is then a
direct consequence of the fact thatÿ
γ0PΓ0
πpγqPLΓ0πpγ
´1q
is the identity operator on H . 
In the following, we adapt the content of Proposition 20 to the context
of a representation π0 with the properties introduced in Definition 1. In the
next statement, we construct the Hilbert space of Γ0 ”virtual” invariant vectors
associated to π0.
Lemma 32. We assume the notations and definitions from Lemma 31.
Let HΓ00 be the space of formal series, of the following form
HΓ00 “ t
ÿ
γPΓ0
π0pγql | l P L
Γ0u.
Let DL,π be defined as in formula (30) in Lemma 18. This space is subject to
the same identification as formula (33) in Definition 19. Hence
(i)
HΓ00 “ t
ÿ
γPΓ0
π0pγqh | h P DL,πu.
(ii) The representation π0 extends to a canonical representation πp0 of G into
the linear isomorphism group of the vector space Ž
Γ0PS
HΓ0 .
Proof. The part (i) is a straightforward consequence of the identification in
formula (33). The representation of πp0 is constructed using the same proce-
dure as in Proposition 20, formula (38). 
In the following result, we define a compatible scalar product on the
spaces of Γ0-invariant vectors introduced above, Γ0 P S. We also construct
a unitary representation on the inductive limit of the Hilbert spaces of Γ0-
invariant vectors.
Theorem 33. In the context introduced above, we have:
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(i) Let Γ0 P S, let h1, h2 P DL,π. By analogy with formula (36) in Proposition
20 we define
(50)
x
ÿ
γ0PΓ0
π0pγ0qh1,
ÿ
γ10PΓ0
π0pγ
1
0qh2y8 “ xPLΓ0
` ÿ
γ0PΓ0
π0pγ0qh1
˘
,
ÿ
γ10PΓ0
π0pγ
1
0qh2y
For Γ1 Ď Γ0 subgroups in S the inclusions HΓ00 Ď HΓ10 are isometric.
Hence formula (50) extends to a scalar product x¨, ¨y8 on
Ž
Γ0PS
HΓ0 .
(ii)The scalar product x¨, ¨y8 on the space
Ž
Γ0PS
HΓ0 verifies the assumptions
in Definition 14.
(iii). Let rLΓ0 be another Γ0-wandering, generating subspace of H for the
representation π|Γ0 . Assume that there exists two orthogonal partitions rLΓ0 “
‘γPΓ0rLγ and LΓ0 “ ‘γPΓ0Lγ , such that rLγ “ πpγqLγ , for γ P Γ0. Then,
substituting in the formula (50) the space LΓ0 by rLΓ0 , does not change the
value of the scalar product.
(iv) Let Hp0 be the Hilbert space completion of the inductive limit
Ž
Γ0PS
HΓ0 of
the spaces constructed in (i). For g P G, we define the unitary πp0pgq on Hp0
by exactly the same formula as formula (38) from the proof of Proposition 20.
Then πp0 is a unitary representation of G into the unitary group of the Hilbert
space Hp0 .
Before proving the theorem, we make a few remarks. The formula (50)
in the definition of the scalar product may also be continued with
x
ÿ
γ0PΓ0
πpγ0qP0h,
ÿ
γ10PΓ0
πpγ10qP0ly8.
This proves that the scalar product that we are defining on HΓ00 is consistent
with the scalar product on the space HΓ0 introduced in Proposition 20.
In the case of automorphic forms, when π0 is the representation πn and
P0 is a Bergman projection onto the associated space of square integrable
analytic functions, the technical conditions (v), (vi) in Definition 1 follow
from the fact that the reproducing kernel for the space of automorphic forms
is the sum, over Γ, of the reproducing kernels, restricted to the fundamental
domain, for the operators χFπ0pγqχF , γ P Γ. The same is valid for the sum
over any double coset, the sum of the kernels being equal in this case to the
reproducing kernel for the Hecke operator associated to a double coset. The
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convergence of reproducing kernels holds true in the Hilbert-Schmidt norm
([Za]). Note that in the same paper ([Za]) the absolute convergence for the
sum of traces is proved.
The similarity with the Petersson scalar product formula follows from
the fact that in the particular case corresponding to automorphic forms, the
projection PL is substituted with the projection operator MχF obtained by
multiplication with the characteristic function χF of the fundamental domain
F . The fact that P0MχF is trace class was checked in [GHJ], Section 3.3. The
formula (50) is reminiscent of the Pettersson scalar product. Indeed, to define
the Petterson scalar product of two automorphic forms f, g, one proceeds with
the L2-scalar product of χFf and g.
Note that one could have used directly formula (55) in the next propo-
sition to define the Hecke operators. There (see also [Ra2]) we give a direct
proof that formula (55) is a representation of the Hecke algebra of double
cosets of Γ0 in G. On the other hand, using the space HΓ00 as a space of aver-
aging sums over Γ, implies that the spaces of Γ-invariant vectors that we are
considering in the theorem, correspond to the spaces of automorphic forms.
The advantage of the approach considered in the theorem, is the fact
that we have concrete formulae for the unitary representation π0p, directly
described in the terms of the original representations πn and its interaction
with P0MχF . This will be used later in the paper for computations of traces
and of characters of the associated unitary representations.
Proof of Theorem 33. We use the fact that the sum in formula (48), Lemma 31
determines a finite dimensional projection. Then the scalar product in formula
50 is further equal to
(51) xPLΓ0
` ÿ
γ0PΓ0
π0pγ0qh1
˘
, PLΓ0
` ÿ
γ10PΓ0
π0pγ
1
0qh2
˘
y “
“ xPΓ0,Lh1,PΓ0,Lh2y “ xPΓ0,Lh1, h2y
Since PΓ0,L is a finite dimensional projection in LΓ0 , this is a well defined
scalar product on the space HΓ00 .
The fact that for Γ0,Γ1 P S, Γ1 Ď Γ0, the inclusions HΓ00 Ď HΓ10
are isometric, is proved exactly as in Proposition 20. The statement (ii) is a
straightforward consequence of the formula (50) in the definition of the scalar
product on Γ0 invariant vectors. It corresponds, to the independence from
the choice of the fundamental domain, in the formula of the Peterson scalar
product.
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We prove the invariance assumption from point 3) in Lemma 14. We
will prove that πp0 pσq, σ P G maps H
Γ
σ´1
0 isometrically onto HΓσ0 . Fix as
above h1, h2 in DL,π. Then, using formula 51, and using the construction of
the representation πp0 , we have
xπp0 pσq
` ÿ
γ0PΓσ´1
π0pγ0qh1
˘
, π
p
0 pσq
` ÿ
γ10PΓσ´1
π0pγ
1
0qh2
˘
y8 “
x
ÿ
γ0PΓσ
π0pγ0q
`
π0pσqh1
˘
,
ÿ
γ10PΓσ
π0pγ
1
0q
`
π0pσqh2
˘
y8 “
xPLΓσ
“ ÿ
γ0PΓσ
π0pγ0q
`
π0pσqh1
˘‰
,
`
π0pσqh2
˘
y.
Since the π0pσq is a unitary on H0, this is further equal to
(52) x“πpσ´1qPLΓσπpσq‰π0pσ´1q“ ÿ
γ0PΓσ
π0pγ0q
`
π0pσqh1
˘‰
, h2
˘
y
In the preceding formula πpσ´1qPLΓσπpσq is the projection onto the spacerL “ πpσ´1qLΓσ . This is a Γσ´1 wandering, generating subspace for the the
representation π|Γ
σ´1
. Denote by PrL the orthogonal projection onto rL. Then
the term in formula (52) is further equal to
(53) xPrL
` ÿ
γ0PΓσ´1
π0pγ0qh1
˘
, h2y.
Because of the technical condition (ii) in Definition 1, the subspace rL is equiv-
alent to the subspace LΓσ´1 in the sense of point (iii), in the present statement.
Hence by point (iii), the term in formula (53) is further equal to
xP
L
Γ
σ´1
` ÿ
γ0PΓσ´1
π0pγ0qh1
˘
, h2y “
x
ÿ
γ0PΓσ´1
π0pγ0qh1,
ÿ
γ1
0
PΓ
σ´1
π0pγ
1
0qh2y8.
By the above chain of equalities, because of the definition of the scalar product
in point (i) we have proved that πp0 pσq maps HΓσ´10 isometrically onto HΓσ0 .
More generally, for Γ0 P S, the same type of argument gives that πp0 pσq maps
H
Γ
σ´1XΓ0
0 onto H
ΓσXσΓ0σ´1
0 . Hence the invariance condition in point 3) from
Definition 14 holds true in the present case. Point (iv) is a straightforward
consequence of the previous argument.
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
In the next theorem, we describe the unitary equivalent representation
of the Hecke operators acting on the spaces of Γ0-invariant vectors that were
introduced in the preceding theorem. We will prove below that the projection
PΓ0,L P BpL
Γ0q, introduced in formula (48), is unitarily equivalent to a differ-
ent projection, introduced in formula (56). This is useful for computing the
dimensions of Γ0-invariant vectors. This is because we are proving that the
range of PΓ0,L, which is a subspace of LΓ0 , is unitarily equivalent to the space
of vectors associated to H0 that are fixed by Γ0.
The reproducing kernel formula for the projection onto the space of au-
tomorphic forms, and the reproducing kernel formula for the Hecke operators,
introduced in [53], proves that the spaces HΓ00 , and the corresponding action
of the Hecke operators, on the spaces of Γ0-invariant vectors, introduced in
the previous proposition, and in the next theorem, are the same (in the case of
the upper halfplane) with the ones in the classical case.
Theorem 34. We assume the context of the previous theorem. Let Γ0 P
S. By Lemma 21, the representation of the Hecke algebra H0pΓ0, Gq associ-
ated with the representation π0 is defined by the correspondence
(54) rΓ0σΓ0s Ñ rΓ0 : pΓ0qσsPHΓ00 π
p
0pσqPHΓ00
, σ P G.
Then
(i) Consider the following infinite sums over cosets of Γ0, which because of
conditions (v), (vi) in Definition 1, are convergent:
(55) A0pΓ0σΓ0q “
ÿ
θPΓ0σΓ0
PLΓ0π0pθqPLΓ0 , σ P G.
Then
A0pΓ0σΓ0q “ PΓ0,LA0pΓ0σΓ0qPΓ0,L,
and hence A0pΓ0σΓ0q belongs to BpPΓ0,LLΓ0q.
(ii) The correspondence
rΓ0σΓ0s Ñ A0pΓ0σΓ0q, σ P G,
determines a ˚-representation of H0pΓ0, Gq into BpPΓ0,LLΓ0q. This represen-
tation is unitarily equivalent to the ˚-representation (see the above formula
(54)) of the Hecke algebra by means of Hecke operators associated with rep-
resentation π0.
Note that, in particular, the operator ApΓ0q “ PΓ0,L is unitarily equiva-
lent to the projection on Γ0 invariant vectors.
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Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 22. As in Theorem 22 and its
proof, using formula (50) for the scalar product, we may define define partial
isometries W Γ0 : LΓ0 Ñ HΓ0 for Γ0 P S by
W Γ0l “
ÿ
γPΓ0
π0pγql, l P L
Γ0 .
Differently from the case considered in Theorem 22, the operators W Γ0
are partial isometries, having as initial space the projection PΓ0,L, introduced
in formula (48) and images equal to the spaces HΓ0 , Γ0 P S.
We use the partial isometry W Γ0 , with initial space the projection PΓ0,L
inBpLΓ0q. ThenW Γ0 transforms unitarily the Hecke operatorPHΓ0πppσqPHΓ0 ,
σ P G into the expression in formula (55).
Formula (49) proves that for all Γ0 P S, σ P G, we have
A0pΓ0σΓ0q “ A0pΓ0σΓ0qPΓ0,L “ PΓ0,LA0pΓ0σΓ0q.
The same formula proves that the operators
A0pΓ0σΓ0q, σ P G,
determine a representation of the Hecke algebra of double cosets of Γ0 in G.

The previous proposition gives an explicit representation of the Hecke
operators, associated to the representation πp0 of G into H
p
0 , by directly using
the information from the original representation πp0 . We summarize this in
Theorem 2.
Proof of Theorem 2. Let LΓ0 be the subspace defined in formula (43), en-
dowed with the normalized scalar product defined in formula (44). Using
Theorem 34, the proof of the formula (4) becomes identical to the proof of
the corresponding formula (46) in Theorem 22. We use the choice of coset
representatives from the statement. In passing from formula (55) to formula
(4), one simply uses the unitary operator
ℓ2pΓ0zΓq b L – ‘rΓ0sis b L, L
Γ0 “ ‘πpsiqL,
mapping ‘rΓ0sis b li onto ‘πpsiqli, for li P L.

When σ is the identity in the formula (4), we obtain a projection
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(56) rPΓ0,L “ÿ
i,j
ÿ
γPs´1i Γ0sj
PLπ0pγqPL b eΓ0si,Γ0sj .
Consequently, the operators in formula (4) belong to the algebrarPΓ0,L“Bpl2pΓ0zΓqq bBpLq‰ rPΓ0,L.
Remark 35. We use the context of the previous theorem. Because
of formula (4) one equivalent method to construct the representation of the
Hecke operators in formula (4) is as follows: consider, as in Example 27, the
vector space
VΓ0 “ l2pΓ0zGq, Γ0 P S.
On VΓ0 we introduce the scalar product defined as the linear extension of the
following bilinear form
xΓ0σ1,Γ0σ2yπ0 “
1
rΓ : Γ0s
ÿ
θPσ´11 Γ0σ2
TrpPLπ0pθqPLq, Γ0 P S, σ1, σ2 P G.
For Γ0 P S, we consider the usual algebraic representation of the Hecke
operators on CpΓ0zGq. Considering on CpΓ0zGq the scalar product x¨, ¨yπ0
introduced in the above formula, we obtain a unitary equivalent representation
the Hecke algebra to the representation introduced in formula (4).
This corresponds to considering the state ε on C˚pGq, defined by
εpχσ´1
1
Γ0σ2
q “
1
rΓ : Γ0s
ÿ
θPσ´11 Γ0σ2
TrpPLπ0pθqPLq, Γ0 P S, σ1, σ2 P G.
The state ε can not be simultaneously used at all levels Γ0 P S because
of the renormalization factor 1
rΓ:Γ0s
. Note that the state ε is in fact the compo-
sition of the trace with the family of completely positive maps constructed in
Theorem 37.
6. THE VALUES OF THE CHARACTER θπ0 ASSOCIATED WITH
REPRESENTATION π0
In this section we derive a trace formula for the representation πp0 . We
note that πp0 is a type I representation of the C˚-algebra C˚pGq. As we
noted in Proposition 17, the representation πp0 extends to a representation of
ApG,Gq, (or AǫpG,Gq if a 2-cocycle is present). By Theorem 2, we have a
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formula for the Hecke operatorP
H
Γ0
0
π
p
0pσqPHΓ00
, associated with the represen-
tation πp0 . As explained below, this relates the trace formula for the represen-
tation πp0 with the trace formula for the representation π0.
The following lemma is proved in ([12], formula (13)). Here we give a
different proof.
Lemma 36. The character character θπ0p= ”Tr π
p
0” of the representa-
tion π0p is computed by the formula (7).
Proof. Using the fact that the character is locally integrable ([47]) we have
the following formula:
(57) θπ0ppσq “ lim
Γ0Ó e
Γ0PS
1
µpΓ0σΓ0q
Tr
`
π
p
0pχΓ0σΓ0q
˘
, σ P G
Clearly, using the notations introduced before the statement of Lemma 21, we
have that
µpΓ0σΓ0q “ rΓ0 : pΓ0qσsµpΓ0σq, Γ0 P S, σ P G
Since the measure µ is obtained from the Haar measure on the profinite com-
pletion of Γ, and since, by the general assumptions, µ is bivariant on G, this
is further equal to
rΓ0 : pΓ0qσs
1
rΓ : Γ0s
.
Hence, we continue the equality in the formula (57) with:
lim
Γ0Ó e
Γ0PS
rΓ : Γ0s
rΓ0 : pΓ0qσs
Tr
`
π
p
0pχΓ0σΓ0q
˘
.
Using formula (39) in the statement of Remark 21, the above chain of equali-
ties is continued with
(58)
lim
Γ0Ó e
Γ0PS
rΓ : Γ0s
2Tr
`
π
p
0pχΓ0qπ
p
0pσqπ
p
0pχΓ0q
˘
“ lim
Γ0Ó e
Γ0PS
1
pµpΓ0qq2
Tr
`
π
p
0pχΓ0qπ
p
0pσqπ
p
0pχΓ0qq
˘
.
If K0 is the closure of a subgroup in S, then in C˚pGq, using the product of
convolutor operators we have that pχK0q2 “ µpK0qχK0 . Hence 1µpK0qχK0 is a
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projection. We denote by rχK0 the renormalized convolutor operator 1µpK0qχK0 .
Thus the equality in formula (58) is continued with
lim
Γ0Ó e
Γ0PS
Trpπp0prχΓ0qπp0pσqπp0prχΓ0qq.
Since πp0 is a representation of C˚pG,Gq, this is equal to
lim
Γ0Ó e
Γ0PS
TrpP
H
Γ0
0
π
p
0pσqPHΓ0
0
q.

Proof of Corollary 4. The formulae (7) and (5) imply immediately the con-
clusion of formula (8). We group together the terms in the sum in formula
(8) according to classes of conjugation, and take the limit. The fact that the
group Γstg is trivial prevents any γ P Γ to show up more than once in the
sum in formula (8). The absolute convergence of the sums involved in the
limiting process (Definition 1) implies the result in the second formula of the
Corollary.

Proof of Corollary 7. Recall that for a group element g P G, the stabilizer
group Γstg is tg|γg “ gγu. Let σ be an element in G “ PGLp2,Zr1psq such
that Γstσ is trivial. Then, the expression in formula (9):ÿ
γPΓ
TrpPLπnpγσγ
´1qq,
may be computed directly by using Berezin’s symbol function ([Be]).
Indeed, the above sum has the following expression:ÿ
γPΓ
TrBpHnq
`
MχFπ0pγqπ0pσqπ0pγ
´1q
˘
“
ÿ
γPΓ
TrBpHnq
`
MχFπpγqπ0pσqπpγ
´1q
˘
“
ÿ
γPΓ
TrBpHnq
`
πpγ´1qMχFπpγqπ0pσq
˘
“
ÿ
γPΓ
TrBpHnq
`
MγχFπ0pσq
˘
.
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Let ν0 “ pIm zq´2dz¯dz be the canonical PSLp2,Rq-invariant measure on H
and let zπnpθqpz¯, zq, z P H, be the Berezin contravariant symbol ([Be]) of the
unitary operator zπnpθq. Then the above chain of equalities is continued with
the following equality: ÿ
γPΓ
ż
γF
zπnpθqpz¯, zqdν0pzq.
This sum is then ż
H
zπnpθqpz¯, zq,
This last term is the character ”Tr πnpσq” of the representation πn (see
[Ne]). The formula for the above sum is also computed differently in [Za].

Proof of Lemma 5. Denote the Hilbert space on which the representation πR0
acts by HR0 . Then
TrBpHR0 q
ˆż
G
R
fpgqπR0 pgqdg
˙
“
ÿ
γ
TrBpHR0 q
ˆ
PrπpγqLs
ż
G
R
fpgqπR0 pgqdg
˙
“
ÿ
γ
ż
G
R
fpgqTrBpHR0 qpPπpγqLπ
R
0 pgqqdg
“
ÿ
γPΓ
ż
G
R
fpgqTrBpLqpPLπ
R
0 pγgγ
´1qPLqdg
“
ż
G
R
fpgq
ÿ
γ
TrBpLqpPLπ
R
0 pγgγ
´1qPLqdg.
The second part of the statement is a consequence of Corollary 4. 
7. THE CASE WHEN THE REPRESENTATION π ADMITS A ”SQUARE ROOT”
π0 b π
op
0
In this section we analyze the case where a unitary representation π as
in Section 3 admits a square root π0 b πop0 , where π0 is a (projective) unitary
representation as in Section 5. Since the notation πp is reserved to denote the
extension of the representation π to the Schlichting completion, we will use
in this section the notation πop to denote the conjugate representation of π0.
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This is the situation of Example 28, Section 3, when G “ PGLp2,Zr1
p
sq,
p a prime, Γ is the modular group, X “ H, and πKoop is the Koopmann repre-
sentation on L2pH, ν0q corresponding to the action of PSLp2,Rq by Mo¨bius
transformations on the upper halfplane. By Berezin’s quantization techniques
([3]), independently noted in[3] (see also [39]), we have
πKoop “ πn b π
op
n , n ě 1,
where πn is any representation in the discrete series of PSLp2,Rq. We will use
this as a motivation to analyze directly representations of the form π0 b πop0 ,
where π0 is as in the previous section.
Before proceeding to this analysis, we note one additional property,
common to all the representations πp0 , πp constructed in the previous two
sections. We will prove that the above representations are in one to one cor-
respondence with the completely positive maps Φ, ˚-representations of the
operator system introduced in Definition 14.
We introduce the following notations: If g P G, we let Lg P C˚pGq be
the convolutor with g. If f is a function in CpGq we denote by Lf P C˚pGq
the operator of convolution with f . Such a representation plays the role of an
”operator valued eigenvector” for the Hecke algebra.
Indeed, we prove in particular the following property of the map Φ. If
σ1, σ2 P G, and
rΓσ1ΓsrΓσ2s “
ÿ
j
rΓθjs,
then
ΦpLχrΓσ1ΓsqΦpLχrΓσ2sq “
ÿ
j
ΦpLχrΓθj sq.
If Φ would take scalar values, then the above property would be exactly the
property that an eigenvalue for the action of the Hecke algebra on ℓ2pΓzGq
would have.
Let A0pG,Gq Ď ApG,Gq be the dense subalgebra generated by convo-
lution operators with elements in G and by convolution operators with char-
acteristic functions of cosets of subgroups in S. We denote in this section, by
Pπ0,L, the projection introduced in formula (48), corresponding to Γ0 “ Γ.
Theorem 37. Assume that π0 is a representation of G, as in Definition
1. We define a linear map Φ : A0pG,Gq Ñ BpLq, by the following formula.
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Let g P G, Γ0 P S and let gΓ0 be the corresponding coset. We define
(59)
ΦpLχ
gΓ0
q “
ÿ
θPgΓ0
PLπ0pθqPL
ΦpLgq “ PLπpLgqPL.
Then Φ has the following properties:
(i) Φ|OpK,Gq is a ˚-representation of the operator system OpK,Gq introduced
in Definition 8, with values in BpLq.
(ii) Consider the vector space LpK,Gq Ď OpK,Gq introduced in the defini-
tion mentioned above.
Then Φ|LpK,Gq takes values inBpLqPπ0,L and Φ|H0pK,Gq is ˚-algebra rep-
resentation of H0pK,Gq into Pπ0,LBpLqPπ0,L. Consequently, Φ|OpK,Gq takes
values in BpLqPπ0,LBpLq.
(iii) Φ is a completely positive map on A0pG,Gq, that is it maps positive
elements of the form X˚X,X P A0pG,Gq, into positive elements.
Proof. The statement (i) is a consequence of formula (49). Formula (18) in
Lemma 9, combined with Proposition 41, also provide a proof of statement
(i). The statement (ii) is a consequence of statement (i). Using the fact that
property (i) proves the positivity of the map Φ on positive elements X˚X ,
where X P CpχσK |σ P Gq. For subgroups Γ0 P S, we argue as follows.
We let K0 be the closure in G of Γ0. We use Lemma 38 first to establish the
positivity of ΦΓ0pX˚0X0q for X0 in CpχσK0 |σ P Gq. The reduction formula
(60) implies that ΦpX˚0X0q is also positive.

The above theorem may be easily generalized by replacing Γ with a
subgroup Γ0 P S. In this case, there is an obvious relation between the corre-
sponding operator system representations.
Lemma 38. We use the definitions and notations from the previous the-
orem. Let Γ0 be any subgroup in S, and let LΓ0 be as in Theorem 33. Then,
using LΓ0 instead of L, one may repeat the above construction for Γ0 instead
of Γ. The corresponding completely positive map ΦΓ0 constructed in the pre-
vious statement will have the same properties as Φ, replacing Γ0,Γ0 for Γ, K.
We embed L intoLΓ0 “ ‘
i
πpsiqL Ď H0 by mapping l in L into the vector
l ‘ 0 ‘ 0 . . . . Note that this is not the diagonal embedding of L into LΓ0 that
we use in Proposition 33. We denote by rPL the projection from LΓ0 onto L.
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Then
(60) Φ “ rPLΦΓ0 rPL.
Proof. This is straightforward from formula (59). 
Remark 39. The operators ΦpχσKq P BpLq, σ P G are not isometries,
as Φ is not a ˚-algebra representation. However, as we show below, the oper-
ators ΦpχσKq are the product of a projection with an isometry.
Indeed, for σ P G, the partial isometry LpχσKq has initial space the
projection LpχσKσ´1q and range LpχKq.
Consider the spaces LΓ0 ,Γ0 P S introduced in the statement of Defi-
nition 19. The spaces LΓ0 were defined in the above mentioned definition
only for Γ0 a subgroup of Γ. We define LσΓσ
´1
Ď LΓσ by the formula
LσΓσ
´1
“ π0pσqL. Consequently:
πppLpχσKqq “ PLσΓσ´1π0
ppLpχσKqPL.
On the other hand, using the skewed embedding of L in LΓσ from Lemma 38,
we obtain that
ΦpχσKq “ rPLπ0ppLpχσKqqPL.
Here the projection PL corresponds to the standard embedding of L into LΓσ ,
as described in the statement of Definition 19 and rPL is the projection from
the previous statement.
The completely positive maps constructed in Theorem 37 are the build-
ing blocks of the Hecke operators. In the next result we prove that a repre-
sentation as in Theorem 37 encodes all the properties of the representation
π0
p
. Hence, given Φ, we may recover the representation π0p and hence the
representation π.
Proposition 40. In the context of Theorem 37, the formula for the Hecke
operators introduced in Theorem 33 is as follows. Fix Γ0 in S and choose the
coset decomposition Γ “
Ť
siΓ0. Then
(61) rΓ0 : pΓ0qσsPHΓ0
0
π
p
0pσqPHΓ0
0
“
ÿ
i,j
Φpχ
s´1
i
Γ0σΓ0sj
q b eΓ0si,Γ0sj , σ P G.
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Consequently, there exists a one to one correspondence between the rep-
resentation π0 as in Definition 1 and completely positive map Φ with the prop-
erties (i), (ii), (iii) in Theorem 37.
Proof. The formula (61) is simply formula (55) in Theorem 34 rewritten in
the new context, by using formula (59) in Theorem 37.
Assume the properties (i), (ii), (iii) in Theorem 37. We prove that the op-
erators in formula (61) define a representation of the Hecke algebra of double
cosets for all Γ0 P S.
Ultimately, the verifications of the multiplicativity of the Hecke opera-
tors, given in formula (61), come to identities of the form:
(62)
ÿ
γ0PΓ0
PLΓ0π0pσ1γ0qPLΓ0 pπ0pγ
´1
0 σ2qqPLΓ0 “ PLΓ0 pπ0pσ1σ2qqPLΓ0 .
The reason for which this equality holds true, is that PLΓ0 is the pro-
jection on a Γ0-wandering, generating subspace of H (see also the proof of
Lemma 9). Thus, the only identity because of which the representation in
formula (61) is a representation of the Hecke algebra, is the identity:ÿ
γ0PΓ0
πpγ0qPLΓ0πpγ
´1
0 q “ IdH0 .
Decomposing PLΓ0 “
ř
i
πpsiqPLπpsiq, this is implied by the identity:ÿ
γPΓ
πpγqPLπpγ
´1q “ IdH0 .
But this is exactly the identity proving the multiplicativity property (ii) in
Theorem 37.
Thus if we know that Φ is multiplicative, as in property (ii) in the pre-
vious theorem, then we automatically have that the completely positive maps
ΦΓ0 verify the corresponding multiplicativity property in (ii) on the corre-
sponding operators systems OpΓ0, Gq, for Γ0 P S. Let PΓ0,L be the projection
introduced in foromla (48).
Since the operator systems contain the corresponding Hecke algebras
H0pΓ0, Gq, it follows that the representation in formula (61) is a ˚-algebra
representation of the inductive limit of all the above Hecke algebras into the
inductive limit of the spaces PΓ0,LBpLΓ0qPΓ0,L. But this inductive limit is
exactly the space of bounded operators acting on the Hilbert space Hp0 . Since
along with the Hecke algebras we also have a representation of the spaces of
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cosets, it follows that we have reconstructed the unitary representation πp0 of
C˚pGq. Hence we may recover π0, because of Theorem 37.

In the following statements (Lemma 9, Proposition 41 and Proposition
10) we recall results from [Ra2]. We adapt the statement of the results to
the present framework. In the next lemma we prove a result complementing
the statement in Theorem 37. We prove that the completely positive maps in
Theorem 37 have a natural lifting to the algebra LpGq b BpLq. This lifting
was essential tool in proving, in the paper [Ra], the essential norm estimates
on the spectrum of the Hecke operators. In particular, we give an alternative
interpretation for property (ii) in Theorem 37.
Proof of Lemma 9. This was also proved in ([37], Proposition 2.2 and Lemma
3.1). The main step of the proof of the multiplicativity property in formula
(18) is the following: by identifying the coefficients of ρpgq, g P G, in both
sides of the equation, one reduces the proof of the multiplicativity property to
the following equality (also used in the proof of Proposition 40) :ÿ
γPΓ
PLπ0pσ1γqPLπ0pγ
´1σ2qPL “
ÿ
γPΓ
PLπ0pσ1qπpγqPLπpγ
´1qπ0pσ2qPL
“ PLπ0pσ1qπ0pσ2qPL “ PLπ0pσ1σ2qPL, σ1, σ2 P G.

The operators rΦπ0,L introduced in Definition 8 have a similar interpre-
tation as in Remark 39. Moreover, because of the convergence assumptions
in the statement of Theorem 33, for the sums of the form
ř
θPC
PLπ0pθqPL with
cosets C in G, the operators rΦπ0,LpCq are liftings of the operators ΦpCq in the
Proposition 37.
This is proved in the following statement. The statement is a straightfor-
ward consequence of Theorem 37 and of Lemma 9. We mention the statement
as a separate lemma since it also provides a different proof for Theorem 37.
Lemma 41. Let ε be the unbounded character ε on ℓ1pGq Ď LpGq
which associates to x in ℓ1pGq the sum of its coefficients. We extend ε to an
unbounded character rε “ εb IdBpLq,
rε : ℓ1pGq bBpLq Ď RpGq bBpLq Ñ BpLq.
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The convergence assumption in Definition 1 implies that the image of the
˚-representation rΦπ0,L, constructed in Lemma 9, is contained in the domain ofrε. Consequently, with Φ as in Theorem 37, we have the following commutative
diagram: rε ˝ rΦπ0,L|OpK,Gq “ Φ|OpK,Gq
Proof. This is straightforward from the formulae of Φ and rΦπ0,L from Theo-
rem 37 and, respectively, from Lemma 9.

The operators rΦπ0,L are used to construct a unitary equivalent represen-
tation (see formula (19) for the Hecke operators associated to the unitary,
diagonal representation π0 b πop0 of G, where π0 is as in Definition 1). This
was first proved (in the case of Murray-von Neumann dimension equal to 1)
in [36], Theorem 22 (see also [38] for a more concise exposition), and then
generalized to arbitrary dimension in [37], Theorem 3.2. For the convenience
of the reader, since we are explaining the example of the Hecke algebra rep-
resentation associated with the unitary representation π0bπop0 of G, we recall
the statement of Theorem 3.2 in [37]. In Theorem 12 we provide an alter-
native proof of the fact that formula (19) gives a representation of the Hecke
algebra of double cosets of Γ in G.
We use the identifications proved in Example 30 and the operators rΦπ0,L
introduced in Lemma 9, to explicitly describe the Hecke operators on Γ-
invariant vectors associated the unitary, diagonal representation π0 b πop0 of
G. In this case, the Hilbert spaces of Γ-invariant vectors are easier to handle,
since we may canonically identify these spaces with the L2-spaces of the von
Neumann algebra of operators commuting with the image of the representa-
tion of the group Γ.
In [36], by using Berezin’s quantization methods ([3]), or alternatively
using the results in [42] we prove that the above model for the Hecke oper-
ators acting on Γ-invariant vectors for π0 b πop0 is unitarily equivalent to the
representation of the Hecke operators of the associated von Neumann algebra
of Maass forms.
The content of Theorem 10 is the explicit operator algebra model of the
former representation associated with π0bπop0 . This theorem was obtained in
the case of Murray von Neumann dimension 1 in ([36], Theorem 22) and gen-
eralized to arbitrary dimension in (citeRa1, Theorem 3.2). We have adapted
the statement of the theorem to the framework of the present paper.
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Proof of Theorem 10. This is Theorem 3.2 in [37]. The present framework
proves that, once a canonical L is chosen for the representation π, the repre-
sentation of the Hecke operators for π0 b πop0 becomes canonical. 
We are giving a direct proof, in the particular case dimtπ0pΓqu2H “ 1,
(Theorem 12) of the fact the Hecke operators introduced in Theorem 10,
formula (19), define a multiplicative representation of the Hecke algebra of
double cosets of Γ in G. The proof will show that the Hecke algebra repre-
sentation determined by the Hecke operators for π0 b πop0 , is obtained from a
canonical representation of the Hecke algebra, that is further composed with
a quotient map. For simplicity of the exposition we assume in the rest of the
paper that the groups Γ and G have infinite, non-trivial conjugacy classes, and
hence that the associated von Neumann algebras have unique traces.
Remark 42. Assume that dimtπ0pΓqu2H “ 1. In the setting of Theorem
22 in Section 3, we take L “ L0 “ Cξ for a cyclic, trace vector ξ P H0, for
π0|Γ. The construction in Lemma 9, gives a linear map rΦπ0,L0 , which we now
denote by t:
t : HredpΓ, Gq Ñ RpGq bBpL0q – RpGq.
Since L0 is one dimensional, and using the vector ξ to identify L0 “ Cξ with
C, it follows that we may substitute PL0π0pθqPL0 by
TrpPL0π0pθqPL0q “ xπ0pθqξ, ξy, θ P G.
For a coset C of a subgroup in S, the formula for rΦπ0,L0pχCq from
Lemma 9 is now
tpχCq “
ÿ
θPC
xπ0pθqξ, ξyρpθq.
We compose t with the canonical anti-isomorphism between LpGq and RpGq.
For simplicity we denote the composition map also by t. Thus t is a linear
map from C˚pGq with values in LpGq. We denote by λg the left convolutors
by elements g P G. Then t is given by the formula
tpχCq “
ÿ
θPC
xπ0pθqξ, ξyλpθq.
Because of Lemma 9, t is a ˚-preserving, multiplicative representation of the
operator system OΓ,G “ OpK,Gq introduced in Definition 8:
OΓ,G “
“
Sptχσ1K |σ1 P Gu
‰“
Sptχσ2K |σ2 P Gu
‰˚
.
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We use a notational convention, denoting the characteristic functions χσ1K ,
χKσ2 , χσ1Kσ2 simply by the corresponding cosets in G: respectively σ1Γ,
Γσ2, σ1Γσ2, for σ1, σ2 P G. Thus the ˚-preserving, multiplicativity property
for t|OΓ,G reads as
tpσ1Γqtpσ
´1
2 Γq
˚ “ tpσ1ΓqtpΓσ2q “ tpσ1Γσ2q, σ1, σ2 P G.
Remark 43. In practice, it is difficult to find a cyclic trace vector ξ as
above. So it is preferable to use the construction from Section 5, Theorem 33.
Thus π0 comes from a larger representation π of G into the unitary group of
a Hilbert space H , by restricting to a space H0 Ď H , that is invariant under
πpGq. In this case we use a choice of Γ-wandering, generating subspace L
for π|Γ. In the case of the analytic discrete series of unitary representations
πn, n ě 1 of PSLp2,Rq, a choice described as above is almost canonical, as it
consists into the selection of a fundamental domain for the action of Γ on H.
To obtain straightforwardly the representation t from rΦπ0,L, one pro-
ceeds directly as follows ([37]) : Consider the conditional expectations
E
RpGqbBpLq
RpGqbCIdBpLq
, E
RpΓqbBpLq
RpΓqbCIdBpLq
from B “ RpGq b BpLq, and respectively A “ RpΓq b BpLq, onto the
algebras RpGqbCIdBpLq, and respectively RpΓqbCIdBpLq. The conditional
expectations are simply computed by taking the operatorial trace on the tensor
factor corresponding to BpLq.
For a coset C as in the previous remark, we have
(63) rtpχCq “ ERpGqbBpLqRpΓqbIdBpLqprΦπ0,LpχCqq “ ÿ
θPC
TrpPLπ0pθqqρpθq.
We use the formula (17) for the projection P0 and define
ξ0 “ E
RpΓqbBpLq
RpΓqbIdBpLq
pP0q “
ÿ
γPΓ
TrpPLπ0pγqqρpγq.
Since dimtπ0pΓqu2H0 “ 1, and P0 is a projection in A Ď B of trace
1, it follows that ξ0 has zero kernel. Moreover ([37], Proposition 3.3) the
conditional expectation map, corrected with the inverse of the square root of
ξ0, is a von Neumann algebra isomorphism when restricted to P0BP0. Thus
(64) rE “ pξ0q´1{2ERpGqbBpLqRpΓqbIdBpLq |P0BP0pξ0q´1{2,
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is a von Neumann algebra isomorphism P0BP0 onto RpGq. We define
tpχCq “ rEprtpCqq.
Then t|OΓ,G is an isomorphism from HpΓ, Gq into RpGq (see Lemma 3.3 in
[37] for the proof). Combining the formulae (63) and (64), we obtain the fol-
lowing alternative formula for the representation t from the previous remark:
tpχCq “ pξ0q
´1{2
“ ÿ
θPC
TrpPLπ0pθqqρpθq
‰
pξ0q
´1{2.
Proof of Theorem 12. Fix σ P G. Then the double coset ΓσΓ decomposes asŤ
Γσsi “
Ť
rjσΓ. Hence
(65)
χKpLpχKσKq b LpχKσKq
opqχK
“
ÿ
i,j
rLpχKσsiq b LpχKσsj q
opsχsiσ´1Kσs´1j
Ş
K
“
ÿ
a,b
χraσKσ´1rb
Ş
KrLpχraσKq b LpχrbσKq
ops
“
ÿ
i,j,a,b
χraσKσ´1rb
Ş
KrLpχraσKσ´1siq b LpχrbσKσ´1sjq
opsχsiσ´1Kσsj
Ş
K .
Here Kσ´1 is the closure in K of the subgroup Γσ´1 “ σ´1Γσ
Ş
Γ.
Using the above equality, one proves immediately (see e.g. the com-
putations in [36], Section 5, or [38]) that the linear map in the statement is
multiplicative. This completes the proof of part (i) of the statement.
The representation t of the operator system OΓ,G “ OpK,Gq extends
obviously to a representation rt of the operator system
pL8pG, µqSptLpχσ1Kq|σ1 P GuqpL
8pG, µqSptLpχσ2Kq|σ2 P Guq
˚.
Then rt extends to a ”double” representation t2 of an operator system
contained in C˚ppG ˆ Gopq ¸ L8pGq, µq containing the image of the Hecke
algebra constructed in point (i). This concludes the proof of part (ii).
The important observation for the proof of part (iii) is the fact that all
the operations that are involved in the multiplication of two elements of the
form χKpLpχKσ1Kq b LpχKσ1KqopqχK remain inside the domain of the rep-
resentation t2 (see the first equality in the chain of equalities in formula (65)).
Indeed these operations involve only convolutions of the form
Lpχσ1KqLpχKσ2q, σ1, σ2 P G,
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or their opposites.
Consequently, the composition of t2 with the map in the preceding lemma
gives a representation of the Hecke algebra.

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